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Cities Development Initiative for Asia (CDIA) is a multi-donor trust fund managed by the Asian
Development Bank (ADB). It works closely with secondary cities in Asia and the Pacific to address gaps
in infrastructure development and financing. It uses a demand-driven approach to support infrastructure
projects that emphasize poverty reduction, environmental improvement, climate change mitigation and/
or adaptation, and good governance. To facilitate these initiatives at the city level, CDIA provides a range
of international and domestic expertise that can include, among others, support for project preparation
studies for high priority infrastructure investment projects.
CDIA is implemented by ADB and Agence Française de Développement. It receives funding support from
Austria, France, Germany, Switzerland and the European Union. It was established in 2007 by the ADB
and the German government with the intent of improving the lives of 1.6 billion people in Asia and the
Pacific.

Preface
CDIA helps secondary cities in Asia and the Pacific develop bankable and sustainable infrastructure
projects. Since 2007, it has conducted 106 project preparation studies (PPS) in 113 cities across 21
developing countries. Out of this, 80 PPSs have been linked to downstream financing estimated at
US$ 11.3 billion.
CDIA has been working in Georgia since 2016 and has supported its capital city, Tbilisi to shift to a
more sustainable mobility. It likewise assisted the cities of Kutaisi, Poti, Anaklia, Ureki and Zugdidi to
improve the operation and maintenance of their water and wastewater facilities.
To date, CDIA has completed the following PPSs in Georgia, which have been linked to project
financing estimated at $79 million:

•
•
•
•
•

Tbilisi Bus Network Improvement and Pilot Surface Transit System (2016)
Tbilisi Metro Upgrade and Refurbishment Plan (2017)
Tbilisi City Hall Transport Department Advisory Project (2018)
Twinning Support to United Water Supply Company of Georgia (2017)
Consultancy Services for the Tbilisi Transport Department (2020) of which this publication,
Technical Notes for Improving Tbilisi’s Urban Mobility is a part of.

Tbilisi is the largest city of Georgia. It lies in the South Caucasus at the crossroads of Europe and
Asia and is situated on the banks of the Mtkvari River. With a population of approximately 1.2 million,
Tbilisi is the economic heart of Georgia and produces almost 70 per cent of the country’s GDP.
In recent years, and with the strong support of its development partners, the city government has
implemented reforms in the transport sector to reduce road congestion, improve the bus network,
enhance taxi regulation and parking strategy, and rehabilitate the Tbilisi metro system to make it safer
for commuters.
While these transformations have gained momentum, significant work remains to be done to
accelerate the city’s shift to a more sustainable mobility. These include the finalization of the city’s
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP); the re-design of 104 km of core urban roads where bus
priority measures, cycle lanes and strategic parking areas were needed; and the upgrade of the Tbilisi
metro system.
From January to November 2020, CDIA development experts provided consultancy support to Tbilisi
government to get some of these projects off the ground. Specifically, they worked closely with the
staff of the Tbilisi Transport and Urban Development Agency (TUDA) to develop bus lanes and
associated infrastructure along their identified strategic bus routes. CDIA prioritized work on one key
corridor [Tbilisi Bus Transit (TBT) Route 12] while TUDA is expected to roll it out to other corridors.
CDIA experts did not make any detailed design for the bus lanes but mentored the transport staff so
they can make the designs themselves, following international best practices and applying the most
pragmatic solutions based on Tbilisi’s context.
CDIA further provided tailored advice on many elements of the city’s transport planning and
regulation, and organized a series of capacity building and training activities on targeted aspects of
transport planning.
CDIA’s intervention took place at a time when there was a strong political will from the City Mayor to
implement the transport policy reforms, and the active support of development partners like the Asian
Development Bank (ADB), Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit, European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development, Agence Française de Développement and KfW.

It also happened when a key institutional reform took place with the transition of the then Tbilisi
Transport Department into Transport Agency. It later on merged with the Urban Planning Agency to
become TUDA, thereby allowing one agency, with a separate legal entity, to manage both transport
and land use planning. During those important transitions, CDIA experts gave advice on the structure
and roles of the new TUDA.
While the circumstances provided Tbilisi with the springboard to launch its needed transport and
mobility reforms, the Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic brought fundamental changes to
the city’s public transport operation and deferred the implementation of some infrastructure projects it
planned earlier.
Rather than be disheartened by the challenges that COVID-19 has brought to Tbilisi, CDIA and TUDA
used the opportunity of the city having reduced transport operation to fast track bus priority measures,
particularly those which can be implemented in a short period of time using simple yet efficient
designs.
As early as September 2020, several bus lanes and associated infrastructure were fully completed or
were under construction. Out of the 104 km of strategic bus routes defined earlier, approximately 50
km of bus lanes were planned with CDIA assistance, of which 10 km were implemented.
These bus lanes paved the way for the bus network to operate effectively for the benefit of public
transport users, citizens and the urban environment. In fact, buses not caught in traffic allow operators
to provide more reliable and higher quality services; buses operating smoothly in their own lane
emit fewer pollutants by avoiding stop-start operation; improvements to bus stop infrastructure make
boarding and alighting of passengers easier and more organized; and the introduction of at-grade
pedestrian crossings and any other improvements to the surrounding environment help improve
passenger accessibility and city livability.
TUDA staff were also able to benefit from the CDIA support through a mixture of on-the-job capacity
building and training events, which broadened their knowledge of public transport issues, including
routes and operations, the infrastructure needed for the development of bus lanes and other traffic
improvement measures. The TUDA staff together with CDIA team were able to undertake numerous
visits on the streets under study so they could fully visualize the issues and benefits while onsite.
As a result of CDIA’s capacity development support, the TUDA staff have now adopted a more
systematic approach to plan, design and implement bus lanes; and developed more confidence in
weighing the options for revising bus routes, extending or curtailing routes, or using different sizes of
buses. At the individual level, many staff have picked up key concepts introduced during discussions
and training workshops.
With the intent to provide a reference material that can be used by the TUDA staff after the end
of CDIA’s advisory services, CDIA experts developed this publication titled, Technical Notes for
Improving Tbilisi’s Urban Mobility, which is a compilation of 20 technical notes covering infrastructure
(Volume 1), technical (Volume 2) and operational (Volume 3) advisory support topics. They include
advice on specific topics requested by TUDA, as well as those derived from CDIA’s advisory services
with the goal of helping the TUDA staff plan projects carefully and use different techniques at various
stages.
The technical notes are a legacy of CDIA’s comprehensive capacity development work, having
documented the discussions, drawings and processes; and infused with international best practices
where possible. TUDA staff are now effectively using the concepts that the experts have shared with
them and this knowledge is helping them develop confidence in their own skills to plan and design
their bus priority measures even after CDIA has completed its advisory support.

The notes were contextualized for Tbilisi. Yet, they were fortified with concepts and considerations
that other cities in Georgia and elsewhere in Asia and the Pacific may be able to get inspiration from
as they implement their respective bus priority and other transport measures. It is therefore for this
purpose that CDIA has made this compilation of technical notes accessible to the public.
Some highlights of the technical notes include:

Volume 1: Infrastructure
Under this volume, CDIA experts provided guidance in planning the key infrastructure components of
the city’s first strategic bus route (TBT Route 12).

•

Bus lanes designs. The CDIA team reviewed the drawings and advised the TUDA staff to
consider key aspects in designing bus lanes such as road widths, road markings for any
side road or additional junction arm, ‘road edge’ road markings for any lay-by or parking bay,
location of bus stops on the map, and differentiated markings for parking.

•

Turning arrangements for buses at terminals. CDIA helped identify the facilities and designs
required for buses with maximum length of 18.75 meters to be able to turn effectively. The
designs considered the following facilities: a drop-off point where remaining passengers can
alight upon arrival at the terminal, a layover point for a few buses, a pick-up point where
passengers can board before departure, and facilities for drivers and staff within the terminal
area. The designs were tested using the vehicle tracking software in CAD.

•

New bus depot. CDIA supported the identification of appropriate site and the development
of preliminary design for a new depot in Saburtalo. The notes provided the background,
evidence and justification for a new bus depot as the existing one is located in unsuitable
area with no appropriate facilities for turning modern buses and passenger waiting areas,
and is not designed for articulated buses. The proposed site, while they found to be
technically viable, can also provide employment opportunities for the residents of a currently
underdeveloped area and offer recreational facilities for staff in the future.

•

Redesign of 26 May Square. CDIA experts supported the redesign of this complex junction
with the introduction of public realm, more greening, bus priority and better pedestrian
accessibility features. They provided in the technical notes four options with designs that
promote the safety of users, the reduction of interference of different traffic categories,
continuous and logical flow of traffic, access to local [side] roads and safe pedestrian
crossing.

•

Redesign options for Vazha Pshavela and Kazbegi Avenues. These are two important
strategic one-way streets and the query was on whether they can be changed to allow a twoway traffic. CDIA showed the existing situation and gave an overview of the three proposed
options considering traffic management, street design factors and traffic options.

•

Advice on the redesign of Melikishvili and Kostava Streets, including some parts with
contraflow bus lanes. CDIA tracked and tested all prospective designs for the bus lanes along
these streets using the vehicle tracking software in CAD.

Volume 2: Technical Aspects
Under this volume, CDIA experts documented their technical support to TUDA in developing
appropriate transport regulations and bus priority projects.

•

Vehicle categories for M, N, L and R. CDIA provided advice on issues related to buses and
freight vehicles, categorized in Georgia as Vehicles M and N, respectively, based on the
European Union’s (EU) regulations, which Georgia has adopted in its laws. Specifically,
CDIA advised TUDA on strategic decisions for the buses (intercity buses, buses to airports
and tourist buses); and the necessary regulations for the use of bus lanes. It likewise guided
TUDA on regulations for freight vehicles including restrictions according to size, freight
transport and road markings for loading and unloading, among others. The CDIA team further
shared inputs for regulating Vehicles L and R, or those powered two-wheeled vehicles. With
the sudden rise of motorcycles and e-scooters, CDIA provided key recommendations and
best practices from some European countries, which Georgia and other countries can take
inspiration from as they craft their respective regulations for these vehicles.

•

Narrow streets. CDIA shared best international practices for road markings in areas where
streets are narrow in order to assist the TUDA staff to carry out their design work in these and
similar areas in Tbilisi. An important aspect worth mentioning is the need to implement low
speed enforcement with relevant traffic signs to warn vehicles of narrow lanes ahead.

•

Specific features. CDIA illustrated the use of Yellow Box Junctions in Tbilisi in light of the
current practice of motorists blocking new bus lanes while entering main streets from side
roads; or Speed Cushions to demonstrate best international design practices of traffic calming
road humps that are specifically designed for buses.

•

Development of a more pragmatic approach for identifying and developing bus priority
projects. CDIA shared the value of recording the key parameters and constraints, and
developing preliminary sketches using pen and paper to ensure that the proposed options
are workable prior to developing their detailed designs in CAD. CDIA proposed a step-by-step
process to help TUDA staff plan and design bus schemes in a structured and well-thought-out
manner. They have further included examples of a project initiation document and a project
design document.

Volume 3: Operational Aspects
Under this volume, CDIA recommended specific guidance notes for key operational issues.

•

Stopping locations for tourist buses operating in Tbilisi. As three tour operators submitted to
TUDA their respective list of proposed bus stops, CDIA helped review these locations and
provided inputs to these proposals, considering also the planned strategic bus network. The
review yielded the following recommended policies: tourist buses are not allowed to use
or stop at designated bus lanes; all tourist bus stops need to be safe with good access to
pedestrian areas; all tourist bus stops must be used only for pick-up/drop-off; and finally, tour
operations must designate a central location where tourist buses can be allowed to stop for
more than 5 minutes.

•

Testing of larger buses on various routes, by using the vehicle tracking software to verify if
larger buses can be used on routes under study to increase their passenger capacity. As
some routes in Tbilisi are characterized by rural roads with tight bends, CDIA experts helped
TUDA make more informed decisions on these routes by simulating three bus models that
can be operated (MAN A47 10.5-meter bus; MAN A21 12-meter bus; and BMC ProCity
12-meter bus); and testing them in CAD using vehicle tracking. CDIA included in the notes the
methodology they used and reported the results and recommendations of these analyses.

•

Operational testing of bus routes, with design options in CAD using vehicle tracking software
and more detailed topographical maps to enable designers to illustrate the feasibility and
practicality of their proposed designs. The objective was to establish whether buses with
higher capacities such as the articulated ones or the 12-meter MAN buses, which are planned
to be used on the new strategic network can also be used along the existing bus routes to
increase passenger capacity and offer a better quality of bus services for residents.

City planners and transport practitioners are invited to study the technical notes pertaining to their
areas of interest. For more information on the partnership between the city government, CDIA and
other development partners towards a sustainable mobility in Tbilisi, watch this video.
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Bus Infrastructure Design Notes: Ana Politkovskaia Street to Delisi Metro

1

Introduction

These notes are made following a meeting in Tbilisi City Hall and record the comments from Mott
MacDonald regarding the initial sketch by the Transport Agency for the section of bus route
between Ana Politkovskaia Street to Delisi Metro.
Meeting attendees: Mott MacDonald – Mark Sellin, Aca Palmer; Transport Agency - Eliko
Vardzelashvili, Levani Kavtaradze.

2

General Notes

A. check all road width; minimum bus lane width = 3.5m (inclusive of yellow lines); minimum car
lane width = 3.0m (inclusive of while lines)
B. all road markings for any side roads or additional junction arms
C. add ‘road edge’ road markings for any lay-bys or any parking bays present or removed
D. ensure correct bus stops locations on map – use GPS location as per the topo survey
E. parking by the side of the road shall be provided as ‘parallel parking’ only. Existing echelon
parking to be maintained to minimise infrastructure works.
F. when parking is provided (see Note E) the bus lane double yellow markings shall be dashed to
allow cars crossing to parking places.

3

Specific Comments

Comments by slide number from PDF of sketch.
S2 – AP to provide details of road marking that need to be used

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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S7&S8 – 2x pedestrian crossing in close proximity. Pedestrian crossing on S8 to be relocated
further east
S10 – conflict of movements. Conflict to be resolved thought adequate signals phases.
S11 – bus stop on western side to be relocated further north; Bus lanes yellow marking need to be
dashed to allow car crossing to parking places
S14&S15 – relocate bus stop on southern side further west
S17 – relocate bus stop on southern side eastwards near the pedestrian crossing
S18 – add road markings for the ‘U turning’ movements and its integration with main traffic
S20 – no parking shall be provided between bus stops and the pedestrian crossings
S23 – move bus stop on northern side westwards on S22
S24 – remove parking northern side, maintain echelon parking southern side
S25 – move bus stop on southern side eastwards on S26
S27 – signalised pedestrian crossing; bus lane south side shall provide pre-signal to avoid conflict
with cars turning right, no bus stop northern side??
S29 – provide a 4m wide contraflow bus lane on south side (check road width to see fit)
S30 – remove parking but show road edge at lay-bys
S31-S32 – no parking on south side, ensure sufficient road width for the contraflow bus lane when
turning right onto Tamarashvili.

2
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Technical Note 13: Liberty Square – Ortachela – Gardabani Highway
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1

Introduction

These notes are made following a meeting in Tbilisi City Hall and record the comments from Mott
MacDonald regarding the initial sketches by the Transport Agency for the section of bus route on
between Liberty Square to Ortachala to Gardabani Highway (existing bus route 55).
Meeting attendees: Mott MacDonald – Mark Sellin, Aca Palmer; Transport Agency - Eliko
Vardzelashvili, Levani Pantsulaia.

2

General Notes

A. check all road widths;
- bus lane width = 3.5m (inclusive of yellow lines);
- contraflow lane width = 4.0m (inclusive of yellow lines)
- car lane width = 3.0m (inclusive of while lines)
- absolute minimum bus lane width = 3.2m (inclusive of yellow lines)
- absolute minimum contraflow lane width = 3.5m (inclusive of yellow lines)
- absolute minimum car lane width = 2.5m (inclusive of while lines)
B. all road markings for any side roads or additional junction arms
C. add ‘road edge’ road markings for any lay-bys or any parking bays present or removed
D. ensure correct bus stops locations on map – use GPS location as per the topo survey
E. parking by the side of the road shall be provided as ‘parallel parking’ only. Existing echelon
parking to be maintained to minimise infrastructure works.

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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2

F. when parking is provided (see Note E) the bus lane double yellow markings shall be dashed to
allow cars crossing to parking places.
G. check there is sufficient pedestrian pavement at bus stops (minimum 2m)

3

Specific Comments
·

·

·

·

·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·

·
·
·

Kote Afkhazi – the Transport Agency has determined that all car access is to be prohibited.
There is adequate road space to provide 1xBUS lane in each direction. Bus stops and
suitable location shall be revised/finalised when topo mapping is received.
Kote Afkhazi - Deliveries/Access to proprieties need to be maintained for the streets that
can not be accessed from alternative routes. Potential of introducing time limits for bus
only, e.g. 10am-8pm.
The rest of the side roads that can be accessed from alternative routes shall be blocked off.
Access in/out of Anton Katalikosi shall be maintained via Vertskhili St, but Anton Katalikos
is too narrow and alternative routes still to be provided.
It is recommended that under a first phase, traffic in Kote Afkhazi in the northbound
direction between Meidan and Liberty Square should be maintained as now (mixed traffic)
and in the southbound direction from Liberty Square a contraflow bus lane will achieve the
objectives of bus access and local residential/business. This will allow additional time to
seek a better solution for total closure (except buses) for this street which cannot be done
quickly.
Kote Afkhazi/Metekhi Bridge – more details are needed to give a clear indication of how the
junction will operate (S6).
Gorgasali St junction – need more details to understand how many car lanes are required
in each direction (S7).
S8 – Only one zebra crossing required. The echelon parking (45degree parking bays)
should be converted to parallel parking bays.
S9- spare road space available on south side, decide what is going to be used for, e.g.
wider lanes and parallel parking. Remove bus stop.
S10 - Bus stops to be relocated eastwards to accommodate the pedestrian crossing away
from the U-turning. Spare road space available on south side, decide what is going to be
used for, e.g. wider lanes and parallel parking.
S12/S13/S14 - Spare road space available on south side, decide what is going to be used
for, e.g. wider lanes and parallel parking.
S16 – Junction to discuss further options
S20/S21 – approximately 150m length of narrow road (width around = 11m). Client has
been advised of solution to reduced lane widths for cars and buses for the narrow stretch.
Narrow roads are common practise in UK if they are implemented correctly and for short
stretches of road. AP/MS to provide a short note to explain how this is implemented safely.
S22/S23 – junction with Dimitri Gulia monument - more details are needed to give a clear
indication of how the junction will operate.
S25 – Implement narrow lanes if required – to check topo.
S26/S1 – Narrow Bridge. Implement narrow lanes as per AP/MS note.

Mott MacDonald

·

·
·
·
·
·
·

3

S2- More information is required to understand the BRT routes and what service routes are
needed, then more details shall be provided to give a clear indication of how the junction
will operate.
S6/S7 - Spare road space available on both sides, could implement parallel parking.
S9 – revise layout to be clear on how many traffic lanes are required
S22-S30 – Road narrow doesn't allow for Bus lane – traffic shares lanes, one lane each
direction.
S31 – road wider on Gardabani Hwy – Bus Lane in each direction could be introduced. The
extent of the TBT route around Aviation Factory is still to be confirmed with City Hall.
S33/S34 – depending on the TBT route and its extent, some buses may need to terminate
here and would need to be provided with a turning point.
In the first instance, it is recommended that the strategic bus service should terminate in the
east at the Aviation Factory (as per former tram 7) which is the limit of road width suitable
for installing bus lanes. A feeder/local route can operate between the Aviation Factory and
the existing route 55 terminus on the Gardabani Highway.
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Technical Note 15: Turning Circle Design for TBT12
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Turning Arrangements for Buses at Termini

1

Introduction

This Technical Note has the objective of identifying the facilities required at a bus turning point and to
demonstrate the designs required in order to turn an 18.75 metre bus. The bus route being used is the first
strategic bus route being designed, commonly referred to as TBT 12.
The designs are based around the following assumptions:
● A drop off point on arrival at the terminal where remaining passengers alight
● A layover point for one or more buses inside the terminal
● A pick up point on departure from the terminal where passengers may board
● Driver and other staff facilities provided within the terminal area.
We have tested the designs shown using Vehicle Tracking in CAD using the Otokar 18.75 metre articulated
bus which was demonstrated in Tbilisi earlier in 2020.

2

Terminal: Ana Politkovskaia Street

This terminal is situated at the west of the route in Saburtalo and currently serves bus routes 6 and 140.
The design is shown in Appendix A.

3

Terminal: Aviation Factory

This terminal is shown as a short turning point to the east of the route on Bogdan Khmelnitsky Street and
was used as the terminal point for former tram 7.
The design is shown in Appendix B. This shows a terminal point for a feeder bus that could serve the eastern
section of the route to the Gardabani Highway. The design shows two options:
•

Option 1 – bus turns using existing roads nearer to Aviation Factory entrance. This option would
require the removal of all parking in these roads.

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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•

2

Option 2 – bus turns using a new bus only cut through road and footpath west of C&G Motors using
municipal land. This would need the abolition of very few parking spaces.

Due to sensitivities about parking it is recommended that Option 2 is adopted.

4

Terminal: Gardabani Highway/St Barbara Settlement

This terminal is located at the eastern terminal of the route on the Gardabani Highway at the St Barbara
Settlement. This is not the existing bus route terminus of route 55 and 72 which is located further east at the
Lower Meliton Settlement.
The design is shown in Appendix C. The design shows three options:
•
•
•

Option 1 – bus turns in Gardabani Highway at St Barbare Settlement
Option 2 – bus turns around the square at St Barbere Settlement
Option 3 – bus turns in Gardabani Highway at the junction of Dositeos Kutateli Street.

From the vehicle tracking we have found that Option 2 is unsuitable but that Options 1 and 3 will work.

5

Other Turning Points on the Route

The following other locations may be used along the route to turn a bus either in an emergency or for other
reasons.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6

Roundabout east of Ortachela bridge
Roundabout west of Ortachela/Gulia Street
Roundabout Gorgasali St/Gulia Street north
Europe Square
Liberty Square
Academy of Science
Philharmonic Square
Vake Square
Vake Cemetery
Delisi metro
State University metro

Vehicle Tracking Bus

We have constructed a bus model in CAD for use in the vehicle tracking used in this optioneering report. The
bus design was based on the Otokar Kent C articulated bus (18.75 metres) that was demonstrated in Tbilisi
earlier in 2020. The model specification is shown in Appendix D.
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Appendices
A.
B.
C.
D.

Ana Politkovskaia Street
Aviation Factory
Gardabani Highway
Bus Specification
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A. Ana Politkovskaia Street
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B. Aviation Factory
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C. Gardabani Highway
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D. Bus Specification
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Project:
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Mark Sellin

Checked by:
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Subject:

Bus Infrastructure Design Notes: Melikishvili Street

1

Introduction

These notes are made following a meeting in Tbilisi City Hall and record the comments from Mott
MacDonald regarding the initial sketch by the Transport Agency for the section of bus route on
Melikishvili Street between Chavchavadze Avenue and Philharmonic.
Meeting attendees: Mott MacDonald – Mark Sellin, Aca Palmer; Transport Agency - Eliko
Vardzelashvili, Levani Kavtaradze

2

General Notes

Layout 1 Melikeshvili/Chavchavaze junction - The pdf sent by you earlier today as the final version
is slightly different to what this CAD drawing is showing. The CAD drawings is showing more
yellow road markings for bus movements than the pdf before. I think this part was amended and
this shall be the final layout.
Layout 2 - we agreed that 12m bus bay as a pedestrian refuge is too short. I have marked in red
that this shall be extended to 30m, as per a second proposed bay on Layout 4.
Layout 3,4 - no changes
Layout 5 - minor road markings changes to accommodate bus movement from Kostava to
Melikeshvili.
Other layouts - no changes. Comments by slide number from PDF of sketch.
Bus stops – please ensure that the on-street road markings at bus stops (zig zag) are shown on
drawings. Length of a bus stop should ideally be capable to fit 2 articulated buses (2*18 metres
plus a bit) so approx. 40 metres. On the pavement (sidewalk) the bus stop infrastructure should
also be shown – this includes the bus stop pole, real time display, pay machine and bus shelter.
The bus stop pole identifies the front of the bus stop area and shows where the first bus should
stop so should be positioned at the front of the bus stop zone.

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
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Justification for a Proposed Bus Depot in Saburtalo

1

Introduction and Justification

The objective of this Technical Note is to provide the background, evidence and justification for a new bus
depot and bus turning area in University Street, Saburtalo. The existing bus terminal location to the west of
University Street is located on unsuitable steep waste gravel with no real facilities for turning modern buses
and no passenger waiting facilities. Furthermore, the existing terminal is about 450 metres west of the
proposed terminus and does not give good access to the Tbilisi State University 10th and 11th buildings,
library and exam hall. The proposed depot also gives good access to the Olympic Stadium with a capacity of
up to 4,000 spectators for concerts and sports events.
The economics of a bus company are based on costs and revenues. Every bus that operates, whether in
revenue service carrying passengers or not, costs money per kilometre. Revenue is earned on revenue
kilometres only when passengers are carried, however on trips between the depot and the start of revenue
service no revenue is earned but costs are still incurred. Therefore, bus companies aim to minimise the
number of non-revenue kilometres operated by a variety of methods including route planning and the siting
of depots.
Currently the buses operating in the vicinity of University Street are a mixture of 12 metre, 10.5 metre and 8
metre buses. All the larger buses are currently based at depot #2 at Didi Digomi, about 14.5 km from this
terminus. In the future network, the strategic bus routes 2, 3, 6, 11, 12 start close by and routes 9 and 14
start reasonably close. As the intention is to operate all these frequent routes using articulated buses and
existing bus depots have not been designed for articulated buses then a new depot has a sound rationale:
● A new depot in this area will significantly reduce non-revenue kilometres and improve the efficiency of the
TTC;
● The extension of the route by 450 metres will improve accessibility to bus services for students at the
university and will provide a modern purpose designed turning location (freeing up the former site for
development);
● The strategic bus routes 2, 3, 6 and 11 will benefit directly by using the new turning circle as their
terminus;
● The new depot provides an operational facility for TTC in the west of the city where none currently exists
and can service buses operating in Saburtalo, Vake and surrounding areas;

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
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● The site proposed for the new depot is currently undeveloped but, in the future, will provide employment
in the area, will be designed to be a green bus depot surrounded by trees and will feature recreational
facilities for staff.

2

Land Plot and Ownership

The land plot being investigated for the development of a bus depot and bus turning circle is currently
municipal land, is numbered N 01.14.06.006.021 and has an area of 62,115 square metres. As a
comparison, the land area of the recently constructed Depot #2 is 61,786 square metres and this depot has
a capacity of more than 300 12 metre buses.
Figure 2.1: Cadastral Map of Land Area

Source: http://public.reestri.gov.ge

2
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3

Functional Zones

The City Land Use Master Plan lays out the agreed land uses for all areas of the City. Where there is a
conflict with this plan, a change of zone use is required. This is done through the Urban Development LEPL 1
now merged with the Transport Agency LEPL.
ACTION: The land required for the bus depot is currently allocated to Recreational Zone 2 and therefore
needs to be changed to Transport Zone 2.
The main zones to be aware of are:

3.1

Transport

This class is split into Transport 1 which are streets and Transport 2 which are transport related buildings
and infrastructure.
Figure 3.1: Transport Zone 1

Source: http://maps.tbilisi.gov.ge/

1

Legal Entity of Public Law

Mott MacDonald

3.2

Recreation

The Recreation class is further divided into three subclasses with Recreation Zone 2 covering the proposed
site which is currently wild grass and trees.
Figure 3.2: Recreation Zone 2

Source: http://maps.tbilisi.gov.ge/
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3.3

Special Zone

This class is subdivided into three with Special Zone 1 representing the University buildings (shown in pale
pink in Figure 3.3 below) and land and Special Zone 2 representing cemeteries (shown in purple in the
figure).
Figure 3.3: Special Zones

Source: http://maps.tbilisi.gov.ge/
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4
4.1

Depot Proposal
Proposed New Depot for Tbilisi

The proposal is for the available land plot to provide a turning area for service buses just east of the
University Library on University Street outside the gates of a new bus depot. The bus turning area is shown
on the plan below, fits inside an area 50 x 70 metres and would take about 3,500 square metres. This area
would also incorporate the entry and exit points of the depot. In the future network there are four strategic
bus routes terminating in this location. This tracked proposal therefore provides one dedicated departure
platform for each route. A similar design concept has been used in Arnhem for buses terminating outside of
the main railway station – this is shown below. During detailed design, optioneering should aim to reduce
pedestrian/vehicle conflicts.
Figure 4.1: Proposed Turning Facility

Source: Mott MacDonald
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Figure 4.2: Arnhem Bus Terminal Design Concept

Source: Mott MacDonald

It is not recommended to position a bus depot in the middle of a residential neighbourhood due to noise,
traffic and other adverse impacts of the depot. However, it is suggested that the depot is located reasonably
close to accommodation that could be used by drivers, engineers and other depot staff. This site is bordered
to the east by a graveyard, to the south by the river Vere gorge, to the west by a university library and green
space and to the north by University Street and the Olympic Palace. From these perspectives, this is an ideal
site.

Mott MacDonald

Figure 4.3: Proposed Depot Location Plan

Source: Mott MacDonald

This bus depot would provide the following facilities:
● Offices for senior staff and other staff facilities in a low rise (normally two storey) block
● Entrance for buses and location for cash to be removed
● Fuelling area – probably for CNG and diesel
● Bus washing area
● Maintenance area
● Bus parking area for range of buses (18m, 12m, 10.5m, 8m)
● Exit gate for buses
● Staff car parking (this could be located on the roof of the workshop)
● Staff cycle parking
● Recreation areas for staff
● Trees and other green areas to shield the buildings
● Relocation of the bus control room and staff to the new depot site.
As an example of the size of facilities needed the following were constructed at the new Depot #2 in Didi
Digomi:
● Office and administration block – 20 x 40 metres, 800 square metres;
● Fuelling area with 10 pumps – 50 x 15 metres, 750 square metres;
● Bus washing area with 10 bays – 60 x 35 metres, 2,100 square metres;
● Workshop area – 120 x 50 metres, 6,000 square metres;

8
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● Bus Parking area – 140 x 220 metres, 30,800 square metres including five rows – two of 25 metres wide
for 12 metre buses and three of 20 metres wide for 10.5 metre buses.
There are also CNG and diesel fuel storage areas and staff car parking.
Please see Appendix A for a draft drawing showing how the elements currently used in Depot #2 could fit in
this new land plot. Further detailed design work, including sizing of the workshop area, will be necessary to
develop an actual depot design – this is provided as an indicative drawing as proof of concept.

4.2

Case Study – France

The RATP depot at Vitry, Paris shows how a typical entrance/exit gate should be arranged at a bus depot. It
is not built over and there is no removal of cash on entry to the depot. Therefore, no queues of buses build
up at night.
Figure 4.4: Entrance to RATP Depot at Vitry, Paris

Source: Google

As an example, the new bus depot in Le Mans, France has a headquarters building for SETRAM, the
equivalent to TTC on its site. The bus depot at Le Mans also has bus parking and maintenance sheds for
articulated buses. This depot has an area of about 38,000 square metres and a capacity of about 130 large
buses.

9
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Figure 4.5: Le Mans Bus Depot Plan

Source: Google
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Figure 4.6: SETRAM Headquarters Building

Source: Google

Figure 4.7: Le Mans Bus Depot Maintenance Area

Source: Google
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12

New Headquarters for TTC

The TTC currently occupy a headquarters building on Station Square that was built in the early 1960s and
does not meet current standards for office space and sanitation facilities for employees. The building also
occupies a prime site that would suit redevelopment in a new Station Quarter development proposal.
According to the land registry, this has an area of 6,379 square metres. Of the several buildings shown on
the plan, building 1/7 is used by the headquarters of TTC. This building has a basement, a ground floor
mostly occupied by leased shops, four main working floors and a small area on a 6th floor (mainly lift
apparatus).
There is space in the new depot area for a new TTC headquarters building for either all employees currently
based at Station Square or just the bus staff and control room. This could take the form of a low two storey
building along the road with solar panels on the roof and trees along the building by the road to shield it from
the sun and break up the building lines. Our draft depot design allows a space of 5,400 square metres on
one storey.
Figure 5.1: TTC Headquarters Building

Building 1/7

Source: http://public.reestri.gov.ge
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A. Proposed New Depot Drawing
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1

Objective of this Technical Note

The Transport Agency in Tbilisi requested the CDIA consultants’ advice regarding the introduction of bus
lanes on Heroes Square in Saburtalo. This intersection has been developed over the years into a very
complicated junction with high volumes of traffic. The advice in this Technical Notes assumes that the
existing infrastructure design remains in place and improvements are marked out using paint. The scope of
this Technical Note does not include Road Safety, which should always be taken into consideration.

2

Bus Route Requirements

The junction caters for several important bus routes and is heavily used for regular car traffic. During peak
hours, buses experience congestion due to the high traffic flows. To reduce journey times and improve the
reliability of the bus routes, priority for accessing the junction can be provided to buses via dedicated bus
lanes leading up to the junction and dedicated road space can be marked on the junction itself.
Buses currently use four of the streets that feed into the junction and of these, one, from Kostava Street,
does not experience congestion for buses so does not require a bus lane, shown on Figure 2.1. This can be
summarised as:
Bus Movement
Kostava Street (Philharmonic) to King
Tamar Avenue
King Tamar Avenue to Varaziskhevi
Street
Kostava Street (Philharmonic) to
Varaziskhevi Street

Bus Routes 2020
9,21,31,33,34,37,46,66,78

Bus Priority Achievable
Not required

59,61,88,140

Kostava Street (Philharmonic) to Kostava
Street (26 May Square)
Kostava Street (26 May Square) to
Varaziskhevi Street
Kostava Street (26 May Square) to King
Tamar Avenue

6,14,42,51,52,58,85/87,91,150

No – this link to be replaced
by contraflow lane on
Melikishvili Street
Partly achievable

29,47,49,65,92,

Partly achievable

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
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This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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King Tamar Avenue to Kostava Street (26
May Square)
Figure 2.1: Bus Movements on Heroes Square
King Tamar
Avenue

Kostava Street
(26 May Square)

Varaziskhevi Street

Kostava Street
(Philharmonic)

Source: Mott MacDonald

3

Bus Priority Proposals

The following bus lane proposals are suggested that suit the constraints of the existing road space:
● A short bus lane for buses from King Tamar Avenue to reach Kostava Street (north)
● A short bus lane for buses from King Tamar Avenue to reach Varazishkhevi Street on the roundabout
● A short bus lane on the roundabout for buses from Philharmonic to reach the bus stop on Heroes Square
● A bus lane from 26 May Square to the Zoo and to the roundabout for buses travelling to King Tamar
Avenue and Varazishkhevi Street.
These are all shown on the plan in Appendix A.

Mott MacDonald
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Appendices
A.

Proposal Drawing

4
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A. Proposal Drawing
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1

Objective of this Technical Note

The Transport Agency in Tbilisi requested the CDIA consultants’ advice regarding the redesign of 26 May
Square in front of the Holiday Inn in Saburtalo, Tbilisi. This complex junction is felt by City Hall to be requiring
better design, the introduction of public realm, more greening, bus priority and better pedestrian accessibility.
The Square is surrounded by hotels, residential developments and some of Tbilisi’s larger universities.
The note provides 4 indicative design options for initiating the discussion with City Hall.

2

Design Options

This Technical Note considers the following four options; please see the Appendices for drawings:
Option 1 – The Basic Option
This option is as follows:
● Extending bus lanes on Kostava Street northbound from Heroes Square to the existing bus lane outside
the entrance of Technical University metro station (Sports Hall) and southbound from Mirotadze Street to
Heroes Square.
● A new short dedicated bus lane by the metro station for buses proceeding north but which do not call at
the bus stop but turn left into Mirotadze Street and then Peking Avenue.
● The road lanes from Peking Avenue that turn to Viktor Dolidze Street have been separated from those
that go to Heroes Square. This allows the bus lane to be more efficient and to stop outside Wendy’s in an
extended public square.
● The cycling infrastructure already on Peking Avenue is extended to Heroes Square.
● Car parking is retained along the east of Kostava Street but between bus stops 803 and 3087 this should
be converted to parallel parking due to the narrowness of the road at this point. Some minor modifications
have been made to lane markings using bollards outside the zoo where traffic goes on the flyover to
Heroes Square.
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● The pedestrian crossing next to Mirotadze Street which is currently in a diagonal from corner to corner
could be replaced by two straight crossings to allow southbound buses to turn easier into Mirotadze
Street.
Option 2 – Northbound Contraflow Bus Lanes
This Option shows the following differences compared to Option 1:
● Northbound buses on Kostava Street use a new contraflow bus lane to the west of the private land and
the Holiday Inn. This removes the need for the short bus lane and these buses no longer use Mirotadze
Street.
● This new bus lane does, however, have a potential conflict with traffic making a U-turn to the south of the
Car Park on private land.
Option 3 – North and South Bus Lanes
This Option shows the following differences compared to Option 1:
● This removes all buses from Mirotadze Street.
● There is no vehicular conflict with the U-turn to the south of the Car Park on private land.
● A new westbound bus lane is introduced between the Holiday Inn and the Car Park on private land. This
also provides parking outside the Holiday Inn and an access road to the hotel and the Car Park on private
land. This land is already wide enough for this purpose.
● Southbound buses have an extended bus lane from Mirotadze Street to the Holiday Inn
● Northbound buses have a new bus lane from the Holiday Inn to Peking Avenue where the existing bus
lane starts.
Option 4 – The Preferred Option
This Option shows the following differences compared to Option 1:
● This option retains the full northbound bus lane as in Option 2.
● The U-turn is moved from below the Car Park on private land to north of this car park where the Holiday
Inn access road is revered to operate eastbound. This uses existing public road space and private land
with building restrictions.
● Opportunities for extended greening are shown at 26 May Square.
● A new pedestrian crossing is provided south of the Car Park on private land.

3

Design Considerations

In all designs the final design should incorporate details that promote:
•
•
•
•
•

the safety of all users
the reduction of interference of different traffic categories
ensure continuous and logical flow of traffic
the consideration of access to local [side] roads
the design of pedestrian crossings.

In order to promote safety of cyclists, it is recommended that a separation buffer and a hard kerb is installed
between a cycle lane and a traffic lane or bus lane. This is normal European good practice and should be
adopted where possible. Where space is constrained this may require the removal of a traffic lane to allow
sufficient space. The options shown in the appendices of this note are indicative and may not show

Mott MacDonald
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separation of cycle lanes. However, Mott MacDonald recommends that separation is always incorporated in
final designs undertaken by City Hall or the Transport Agency.
An example of separators follow with gaps left for rainwater drainage:
Figure 3.1: <Insert Figure Caption>

Figure 3.2: <Insert Figure Caption>

Source: www.traffic-shop.be

4

Recommendation

The CDIA consultants recommend the adoption of Option 4. This provides the optimum solution for public
transport, pedestrians and cycling as well as providing enhanced public space and greening opportunities.
The final design option needs to be further detailed, considering every junction in detail, incorporate safety
separation for cycle lanes.
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C. Option 3 Drawings
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D. Option 4 Drawings
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1

Introduction and Objective

The Transport Agency requested our comments on 14 September regarding two important strategic streets
in Saburtalo. Vazha Pshavela and Kazbegi Avenues are currently one-way streets and the query was
whether they could be changed to two-way traffic again.
We understand that it was converted from two way to one way in the late 1960s/1970s and then reconverted
back to two-way flow in the mid-1980s. However, this did not work, and it was re-converted back to one-way
flow and it has remained this way until the present day. Given the increase in motor traffic since this date and
the desire to create bus lanes on both streets, this reduces the available road space for maintaining the
capacity required for traffic and to maintain some level of parking.
The Transport Agency through their contractors STS have developed a design for the redevelopment of
Vazha Pshavela Avenue to include two directional bus lanes and one directional traffic lanes. This design
had removed parking on the north side of the street and retained parking on the south side of the street
leaving three general traffic lanes in one direction.
Kazbegi Avenue takes traffic towards Pekini Avenue and currently has four wide general traffic lanes and
parking on both sides of the road. No detailed design work has been undertaken with regard to Kazbegi
Avenue.
If both streets were to revert to two-way traffic, then the junctions at their eastern ends on Pekini Avenue
would need to be remodelled with this section of Pekini Avenue also needing to revert to two-way traffic.
Appendix B shows the existing situation and an overview of the three options described below.

2

Traffic Management

Our proposals have taken account of both bus movements and private car movements on both of the key
streets. Using mapping layers supplied by City Hall we identified the strategic streets, the secondary streets
which forms a grid with in the area and the remaining minor streets.
In this area of Saburtalo the following hierarchical street strategy was adopted:

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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City Highways were identified as main strategic streets with both main traffic flows in and strategic bus
routes:
● Vazha Pshavela Avenue
● Kazbegi Avenue
● Pekini Avenue
● Gigo Gabashvili Street
City Main Roads were identified as main interconnecting roads with traffic operating in two directions
between City Highways:
● Mikheil Asatiani Street
● Iona Vakeli Street
● Tashkenti Street
The remaining local roads within these were deemed to be local distributor roads. The pattern of roads is
shown on a map in Appendix A.
We applied the principle that access to residential addresses and businesses within the grid of city highways
and city main roads would be accessed in the following order:
● From city main roads – access to these roads caused least impact on general traffic flow and did not cut
across bus lanes.
● From Vazha Pshavela Avenue – access from this street would be from its southern edge and thus would
not cross any bus lane.
● From Kazbegi Avenue – as the bus lanes followed each side of the street, it is not desirable for traffic to
cross them.
Applying this principle to Kazbegi Street has allowed us to propose stopping up many side streets as these
have an alternative access point. This allows the pavements to be built across the ends of these roads with
consequent benefits for pedestrians.
It was assumed that cycle provisions were designed on Vazha Pshavela Avenue and therefore no cycle
lanes were provided on Kazbegi Avenue as space was no available.

3

Street Design Factors

In all the options proposed we require that a bus lane should have 3.5 metres in each direction, although this
can be narrowed at bus stops. Therefore, each street considered would need 7 metres for bus lanes.
The remaining road space is then considered for other uses with parking, if provided needing 2.5 metres and
a general traffic lane requiring ideally a lane width of 3.2 metres, although this can be narrowed to 3.0 metres
where appropriate.
Vazha Pshavela Avenue is at least 21 metres along most of the street in this area so has room for bus lanes
in both directions and up to four general traffic lanes. However, the STS design also adds cycle lanes and
because the bus lanes are placed together bus stop islands are required. Therefore in practice between
three and four general traffic lanes are achievable.
Kazebegi Avenue is approximately 19-20 metres wide so that there is space for two bus lanes and either four
general traffic lanes or three general traffic lanes and parking along one side of the street.
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3

Traffic Options

Following analysis of the needs of the traffic and public transport, it was decided for the sake of this exercise
that public transport priority would be provided as follows:
● Vazha Pshavela Avenue – all options would adopt the STS design which provides both bus lanes to the
north of this street.
● Kazbegi Avenue – all options would provide a with-flow and a contraflow bus lane along the sides of the
street.
● Pekini Avenue – this would be provided with bus lanes in both directions (along the sides of the street)
and the junctions with Vazha Pshavela and Kazbegi Avenues would be redesigned to meet the needs of
the option.
The three options considered are shown below and in Appendix B graphically:

4.1

Option A – Without Parking and Traffic in Two Directions

This option has the following features:
● STS design for Vazha Pshavela Avenue with bus lanes on north side
● Bus lanes in both directions, as described, on both Vazha Pshavela and Kazbegi Avenues
● General traffic in both directions on both Vazha Pshavela and Kazbegi Avenues
● No parking permitted on Kazbegi Avenue
This option was designed to test using the maximum road space available. The results show that two way
bus traffic is possible on both streets and also two direction car traffic is possible on both streets with two
lanes in each direction. This would allow sufficient capacity for the existing traffic demand.

4.2

Option B – With Parking and Traffic in Two Directions

This option has the following features:
● STS design for Vazha Pshavela Avenue with bus lanes on north side
● Bus lanes in both directions, as described, on both Vazha Pshavela and Kazbegi Avenues
● General traffic in both directions on both Vazha Pshavela and Kazbegi Avenues
● Roadside parallel parking permitted on Kazbegi Avenue on the south side only
This option is the same as Option A except that one general traffic lane is now used for parking with the
result that there are only three general traffic lanes available on Kazbegi Avenue. This has the dual results of
reducing the capacity of the streets for general traffic and also by allowing parking this attracts more private
traffic. The outcome of this option would be two lanes operating eastbound and one lane operating
westbound on Kazbegi Avenue. This may not provide sufficient capacity for the existing traffic demand.

4.3

Option C – With Parking and Traffic in One Direction

This option has the following features:
● STS design for Vazha Pshavela Avenue with bus lanes on north side
● Bus lanes in both directions, as described, on both Vazha Pshavela and Kazbegi Avenues
● General traffic in one direction (as now) on both Vazha Pshavela and Kazbegi Avenues
● Roadside parallel parking permitted on Kazbegi Avenue on the south side only
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This option is designed to allow the streets to maximise the traffic capacity by retaining the existing one
direction flow on both streets. However, the Option allows buses to travel in both direction on both streets to
maximise the benefits to the travelling public. The system of cross streets as described in section 2 allows
private traffic to circulate in the local area efficiently.
This is the preferred option.

5

Recommendation

The final recommended Option is governed by a number of external factors. Option A would work but would
require extensive redesign of Pekini Avenue and its junctions. Option B is the least attractive being a
compromise solution so is not recommended. However, the CDIA consultants were informed that the
Transport Agency wish to retain car parking on Kazbegi Avenue, so this means that Option A does not meet
their objectives.
Consequently, the CDIA consultants’ preferred Option C is recommended as the best way to serve this
district and this also fits well with the STS design that has been completed. The CDIA consultants
recommend that one-way traffic flow should be maintained on both streets but with the addition of bus lanes
in two directions. The CDIA consultants also recommend that any Option adopted by the Transport Agency
should be tested in a Transport model to ensure there are no surprises.
Following this recommendation, we have sketched a workable solution for the redesign of Kazbegi Avenue
for use by the Transport Agency to take to detailed design. This proposed layout is shown in Appendix C.

4
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A. Traffic System in Saburtalo
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B. Overview Diagrams
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C. Kazbegi Avenue Proposals
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1

Objective of this Technical Note

The Transport Agency in Tbilisi requested the CDIA consultants’ advice regarding the redesign of the
following streets:
● Melikishvili Street (contraflow bus lanes)
● Philharmonic Square
● Kostava Street (between Philharmonic and Academy of Science)
● Republic Square
● Rustaveli Avenue leading to Liberty Square
This Technical Note records the key assumptions and decisions that were made in the design sketches that
may be found in the appendices. All sketches have already been sent to the Transport Agency in CAD
format under separate cover. All designs for bus lanes have been tracked in CAD using Vehicle Tracking.

2

Melikishvili Street

The with-flow bus lane along the full length of Melikishvili Street has already been implemented. This sketch
now adds a contra-flow bus lane between Philharmonic Square and the junction with Varaziskhevi Street.
The key features along this street that are new are:
● A new contra-flow bus lane.
● A new bus stop has been sited between Nikoladze Street and Roden Street where the pavement is at an
appropriate elevation and gradient. Due to local conditions, this bus stop is only 29 metres long.
● The cycle lane has been changed to run behind the new bus stop on safety grounds – the existing
cycleway which runs on the road and is 1.5 metres wide has been replaced by a pavement bus boarder.
The pavement extensions extend to the two side roads and improve the accessibility for those crossing
these streets.
● Two traffic lanes have been maintained from the west to the existing pedestrian crossing. This has been
changed to a staggered crossing by the introduction of a pedestrian refuge. Traffic signals are required
for all with-flow lanes but not for the contra-flow lane. Three traffic lanes are provided thereafter to
Philharmonic Square.
This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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● A bus stop has been located at the eastern part of the street outside the Philharmonic hall. All parking on
the north side of the street has been removed on safety grounds.

3

Philharmonic Square

The key features on this section are:
● The existing with-flow bus lane is extended past the bus stop and on to Kostava Street.
● The existing bus stop, for buses heading to Rustaveli Avenue, is extended into the existing road to
remove the existing layby and allow better docking for buses – this also allows more space for
passengers waiting for buses.
● South of the pedestrian crossing, the southbound bus lane allows buses to reach the middle of Kostava
Street.
● The bus lanes in Kostava Street, being in the middle of the road, allow buses to alight with turning either
across the middle of the square or to use the existing bus stop and go towards Heroes Square.
● The U-turn for cars in the middle of the square has been realigned to allow the maximum weaving length
for cars, particularly for those seeking to turn right at the Rooms Hotel and to use Chovelidze Street.
● The pedestrian crossing makes use of the central green island with connections to Vere Park, the
Philharmonic Hall and the schools. The moving of the crossing to this location reduces the need to stop
traffic so often at traffic signals.
● In order for buses to proceed safely into Melikishvili Street cars are held at traffic signals for just the left
hand turning lane. Bollards have been placed on the approach to these lights so that traffic needs to
choose which lane to use and this has been done on safety grounds. There are no traffic signals at the
point the bus lane crosses the path in the middle square.
● The remaining space in the square can be given over to parkland, grass and trees as has been done
recently in 26 May Square.
● The island for the northbound bus stop towards Kostava street has been extended to prevent vehicle
parking and to define a ‘bus only’ lane/layby. The local side roads entry and exit, pedestrian crossing and
parking have been revised.

4

Kostava Street

The section of Kostava Street between Philharmonic Square and the Academy of Science shows the
following key features:
● The two bus lanes have been located in the middle of the road – there are no bus stops along this section
and their location avoids conflicts with building entrances and side roads. The middle section of the road
where the road is narrowest sees the bus lane narrowed a small amount as well.
● Where the width of the road allows it two traffic lanes in each direction are provided but where this is not
possible in the middle section we have provided one wide lane instead. This varies between 5 and 6
metres so is wide enough for two cars but where a larger vehicle is travelling then only one vehicle can fit.
This arrangement will suit the Georgian driving style and will maximise the capacity of the road.
● The layby in front of the Stamba Hotel has been retained for hotel drop offs and pick ups but most of the
rest of the parking near the Stamba Hotel has had to be removed due to the narrow road width.
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● The traffic heading south from the Philharmonic Square uses two lanes, one of which allows traffic to turn
into Chovelidze Street as now with both lanes permitting straight ahead traffic heading to the wide one
lane section.

5

Junction at Javakhishvili St

The major road junction outside Rustaveli metro station is between Kostava Street, Rustaveli Avenue,
Javakhishvili Street and Kakabadzeebi Street. Currently this junction has no traffic signals and permits traffic
from Kostava Street to turn left down Javakhishvili Street. The existing junction includes traffic being routed
through Republic Square – this new design assumes that all traffic is routed past the Academy of Science
and that the Republic Square is pedestrianised, which is the long term wish of City Hall.
We have introduced traffic signals at this junction which allows traffic coming up Javakhishvili Street to turn
right into Kostava Street or left into Rustavi Avenue. This movement permits traffic that currently uses
Republic Square, including some bus routes, to avoid using Republic Square.
We have introduced a pedestrian crossing from outside of Rustavi metro station across to the traffic island to
enhance accessibility in the area. This crossing is now protected by traffic signal control. The pedestrian
crossing across Kakabadzeebi Street is not signal controlled and the entrance to the street has been
narrowed for safety reasons, although the existing taxi and car parking remains.
The bus lanes are also governed by the new traffic signals which allow buses to move from the middle of the
road to the sides of the road using a pre-signal phase.
The only remaining traffic access from Kostava Street maintains access to Akhvlediani and Kiacheli Streets
and the square by the bicycle statue.

6

Academy of Science and Republic Square

Bus lanes at 3.5 metres wide along Rustaveli Avenue have been provided in both directions outside the
Academy of Sciences. We have also provided two traffic lanes in each direction in this section at 3.0 metres
wide. We have also added a new pedestrian crossing at the east end of the bus stop but have retained the
existing subway to the west of the bus stop. Due to the narrow width of the road and the need for two traffic
lanes in each direction there is no space for a central pedestrian safety refuge island. In addition, the layby
on the west bound bus stop has been filled in so that the pavement has been widened and docking or buses
at the kerb is made easier.
The existing at Republic Square which surrounds the Olive Tree is very complicated with plenty of conflicts
for traffic which consequently sees frequent road traffic accidents. This design is based on the closure of
Republic Square for pedestrianisation with traffic access maintained for Inashvili Street (and the Radisson
Blu Hotel) and also for the access to the buildings accessed by the Khinkali House (which goes into the
courtyard behind the area known as Andropov’s Ears).
The existing U-turns have been amalgamated into a roundabout with the Olive Tree at its centre. This
roundabout is situated in a new area of public realm space with greening. Due to the reduced number of
movements at this junction the number of accidents should be reduced.
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4

Rustaveli Avenue

The design for Rustaveli Avenue is an updated version of that produced by the Transport Agency. This
design recognises that for an initial phase it is inappropriate to install cycle lanes on Rustaveli Avenue as
there is a political wish to retain two general traffic lanes in each direction in addition to bus lanes.
Consequently, the entire length of Rustaveli Avenue features side running bus lanes in each direction and
two general traffic lanes in each direction. The bus stops along the route have been lengthened to a
minimum of 40 metres to allow two articulated buses.
The southern end of Rustaveli Avenue widens out before reaching Liberty Square. We have retained the
same number of traffic lanes on this section and included a taxi parking area. A lane has been included for
cars who wish to turn into the underground car park at the Galleries.
We have relocated the bus stop from Pushkin Square to Rustaveli Avenue opposite the metro entrance. We
have provided a staggered pedestrian crossing with a central safety island which will require traffic signals.

8

Liberty Square

We have provided a proposed design sketch for Liberty Square based on the needs to accommodate buses
and general traffic in Rustaveli Avenue, Pushkin Street and Kote Afkhazi Street. This design provides for a
single clockwise bus lane around the square allowing full movement for all buses. It provides for bus lanes in
Dadiani and Leonidze Streets to regularise the traffic in these streets. The new traffic arrangements in
Pushkin Street are already implemented and this has been incorporated in the design. It has been assumed
that traffic in Kote Afkhazi Street is buses only southbound and all traffic northbound.
The general traffic lanes in the design take into account the number of lanes on streets entering Liberty
Square so there are two lanes entering and leaving Rustaveli Avenue and one lane for all other roads.
We have provided taxi parking and tourist bus parking outside of the Marriot Hotel and there is stopping
areas outside of the Sakrebulo entrance. Otherwise all parking has been removed.
The design goal was to return this square to an area for people and to provide for public realm
improvements. Therefore, the majority of the space in the square could be greened or made into a park or an
area for concerts and cafes. We have provided a crossing from Pushkin Square to the Sakrebulo building to
link the north, south and east of the square (a link to the west could also be added but is not needed for
traffic regulation).
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A. Design Sketch for Melikishvili Street and Philharmonic
Square
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B. Design Sketch for Kostava Street and Republic Square
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C. Design Sketch for Rustaveli Avenue
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D. Design Sketch for Liberty Square
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1

Background

This Technical Note is designed to offer advice to the Transport Agency in Tbilisi regarding a number of
perceived issues relating to buses and freight vehicles.
Georgian national law has already adopted the European Union vehicle categories M and N. This was
undertaken by Resolution Number 37 dated 3 January 2014. It is because of this national legislation that
Tbilisi is now able to legislate locally through a regulation of its Sakrebulo.
This Technical Note covers the following issues:
● Category M Vehicles – Buses
– Inter City Buses
– Buses to Airports such as Kutaisi
– Tourist buses operating in Tbilisi
– Lack of regulations or guidance on the use of bus lanes
● Category N Vehicles - Freight
– Restrictions by size of freight vehicle in Tbilisi
– Freight Transport
– Loading and Unloading
– Refuse Vehicles
– Road Markings for Loading and Unloading

2

Category M Vehicles: Buses

The issues identified cover all other bus operations which would be performed by buses in categories M2
(minibuses) and M3 (buses and coaches), but do not include regular bus operations by Tbilisi Transport
Company (TTC) or Tbilisi Minibus Company (TMC).
These operations are characterised by private companies who operate in Tbilisi in a currently unregulated
sector of transport. Consequently, they currently operate where they like and there is no control over where

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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they terminate or lay over. These companies operate a range of services including intercity bus services
terminating inside Tbilisi, buses linking Tbilisi with Kutaisi Airport and tourist bus services within Tbilisi.

2.1

Inter-City Buses

Buses that are deemed to operate an intercity operation are by law regulated by the LEPL Land Transport
Agency which is an agency of the Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development as established by the
Law of Georgia on the Management and Regulation of Transport Sector. Changes to stopping places and
routes for buses that travel outside of Tbilisi are only possible with discussions with the Land Transport
Agency. It is recommended that this approach is started with a proposed solution from Tbilisi to be presented
at any meeting.

2.2

Case Study: London Bus Permits

In London, United Kingdom, the law requires that each route is separately registered with the regulator
outside of London.
Transport for London provides a comprehensive network of local bus services within Greater London,
normally through a process of inviting tenders to operate services or by way of ‘London Local Service
Agreements’. These services form the ‘London bus network’.
Local bus services that are not part of the ‘London bus network’ can only be provided in accordance with a
London Service Permit. A bus operator must have a London Service Permit to operate a London local
service that is not part of the London bus network.
Where a local service operates partly within Greater London and partly outside, a valid permit must be held
for the section within London. If there is only one stop within London and the next stop is outside London but
within 15 miles of the London stop then a permit is required.
Bus operators wishing to operate within the London boundary and who need to apply for a London Service
Permit make an online application using the application form shown on the TfL website at :
https://tfl.gov.uk/forms/12412.aspx.
The primary legislation covering the London Service Permit system is contained in sections 185 to 195 of the
Greater London Authority Act 1999 which may be found at:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1999/29/part/IV/chapter/V/crossheading/bus-services-outside-thenetwork

2.3

Recommendations for Tbilisi

It is suggested that Tbilisi adopt a similar permit system as applied in the UK, that would cover all types of
bus service operated, and where bus services operated by TTC and TMC would form the Tbilisi bus network.
Therefore, a permit would be required for all other services. Any similar permit in Tbilisi will most likely
require a Sakrebulo regulation to create a legal basis for the permit.
It is suggested that Tbilisi also makes use of an online form for the initial application. The applicant should be
asked by this form to state:
● The size of vehicles to be used
● List and map of roads traversed
● List of stops, stands, any curtailment points and terminals
● Public timetable at different times of the year
● Environmental conformity
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● Accessibility (to buses)
When granting or renewing the permit, conditions may be attached. These could include:
● The size and dimensions of the vehicles used.
● Provision of adequate route identification.
● That passengers are only taken up or set down at specified points.
● No stopping or standing other than at specified points which may be subject to maximum time limits.
● That steps are taken to secure the safety and convenience of the public, including those who have
mobility difficulties.
● A code of practice relating to particular aspects of the operation of the service.
● Measures to reduce vehicle emissions.
● Measures to improve access and mobility.

2.4

Kutaisi Airport Bus

A bus currently operates from Pushkin Square to Kutaisi Airport to serve arriving and departing flights. This
service is popular as flights serving Kutaisi are characterised by low cost airlines such as Wizz Air and there
is no rail connection to the airport.
Buses departing for Kutaisi wait for a considerable time as passengers need to congregate and load their
luggage. The location on Pushkin Square is adjacent to a public city bus stop and the airport bus blocks city
buses operation.
The airport bus should start from a location that is suitable for buses waiting for a long time before departing.
This location should ideally have good local connections by metro and bus. We propose that this bus should
depart from the bus station in front of Tbilisi railway station.

2.5

Tourist Bus Services in Tbilisi

There are currently up to four companies which have applied to the Transport Agency for permission to
operate in Tbilisi. They have submitted the stopping places which they would like to use together with the
duration of stay at these stops.
We have held meetings with the Transport Agency on this subject and the policy is to avoid stopping
locations inside a bus lane (existing or proposed). It has also been agreed that certain locations that do not
obstruct city buses are designated for long layovers where passengers have the opportunity to explore a
local area for up to 40 minutes. All other bus stops are designated as pick up/set down stops without dwell
time.
On some streets, the tourist buses drive very slowly so that their passengers can view the sights. This
hinders other traffic and blocks city buses. Consideration should be given to introducing a minimum and a
maximum speed on strategic streets such as Rustaveli Avenue.

2.6

Bus Lanes

The law of Georgia or local Tbilisi Sakrebulo regulations need to show, in addition to the sanctions shown in
the Code of Administrative Offenses of Georgia 1984 (revised 2020) and the definitions shown in the Law on
Traffic, guidance and rules on the use of bus lanes, something which is currently not available. This section
suggests some basic guidance to meet this gap.
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On the use of bus lanes
A bus lane is a specially marked lane for the exclusive use of buses 24 hours a day and 7 days a week.
Vehicles that may use a bus lane are:
● M2 buses operated by Tbilisi Minibus Company in revenue service
● M3 buses operated by Tbilisi Transport Company in revenue service
Bus lanes may not be used by:
● Taxis
● Other M2 and M3 buses, including tourist buses
● Other M1 category vehicles
● Any L or N category vehicles
● Diplomatic or government vehicles
● Category R vehicles, including bicycles
Parking, stopping, waiting or any form of delivery is not permitted in bus lanes, except for the following:
● Municipal services and goods delivery/collections may use bus lanes between 22:00 and 05:00 daily
● Emergency vehicles responding to an urgent emergency call may use bus lanes. This includes
ambulance, fire and police on emergency calls only.

3

Category N Vehicles: Freight

Resolution Number 37 dated 3 January 2014 includes vehicles of category N which are power-driven
vehicles having at least four wheels and for the carriage of goods. This section will consider:
● Restrictions by size of vehicle in Tbilisi
● Freight Transport
● Loading and Unloading
● Refuse Vehicles
● Road Markings for Loading and Unloading

3.1

Restrictions by Vehicle Size and Weight

Category N vehicles are sub divided into three sub classes as shown below:
● N1 - Vehicles for the carriage of goods and having a maximum mass not exceeding 3.5 tonnes
● N2 - Vehicles for the carriage of goods and having a maximum mass exceeding 3.5 tonnes but not
exceeding 12 tonnes
● N3 - Vehicles for the carriage of goods and having a maximum mass exceeding 12 tonnes
Light commercial vehicles, Category N1, are further divided into three weight classes:
Class

Reference Mass, RW
Euro 1-2

Euro 3+

I

RW ≤ 1250 kg

RW ≤ 1305 kg

II

1250 kg < RW ≤ 1700 kg

1305 kg < RW ≤ 1760 kg
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Class

Reference Mass, RW

III

1700 kg < RW

3.2

1760 kg < RW

Freight Transport

Currently heavy goods vehicles (N3) need a permit to enter Tbilisi and otherwise should use the bypass road
to the east of the city. It would be beneficial to continue to restrict the free passage of heavy goods lorries
within Tbilisi and to encourage smaller vehicles (category N1) for the delivery within the city as well as
stimulate the transition to electric vehicles for local delivery. A further policy could be to establish a freight
transfer park on the outside of Tbilisi, considerations should be placed on the effective location for
businesses (e.g. for instance near the airport or near Lilo which is close to the E60 Tbilisi bypass road). This
would allow the transhipment of freight from large trucks to smaller N1 vehicles for delivery within Tbilisi. The
facility could also be designed as a truck drivers’ rest area.

3.3

Loading and Unloading of Goods Vehicles

Businesses along main streets will need to receive deliveries and ship out goods to customers. Many such
enterprises have access to service roads or side streets, however, many have only a frontage to the main
street which may have a bus lane. It is recommended that these deliveries and collections are carried out at
designated quiet times or when buses are not operating. Where the design of the road permits it a goods van
loading bay may be included.

3.4

Refuse Collections

Refuse trucks carry out necessary collections of rubbish across Tbilisi on a daily basis. Conflicts will occur
when bus lanes are present. It is recommended that refuse collections on streets with bus lanes take place
during the night when buses do not generally operate, subject to noise considerations.

3.5

Road Markings for Loading and Unloading

The UK Traffic Signs Manual, as referred to in section 2.3 above contains a large number of options for
marking the loading/unloading areas. A description of the signs used for loading bays is given in Chapter 3
section 13.15.
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1

Objective of this Technical Note

The Transport Agency in Tbilisi requested advice on the regulation of powered two-wheel vehicles as well as
powered transporters. This is due to the sudden rise in model riders delivering food and using bicycle lanes
and the introduction of about 1000 e-scooters during April 2020. These vehicles currently cause a danger to
pedestrians and other more vulnerable users of pavements.
Georgia national law has already adopted the European Union vehicle categories M, N and O only. This was
undertaken by Resolution Number 37 dated 3 January 2014. This legislation has not yet included existing
category L vehicles and does not cover powered transporters.
This Technical Note covers the existing EU class L vehicles and develops a new class of vehicles, R,
covering pedal cycles and all other new types of vehicle including e-scooters. It is intended to show best
practice from selected European countries which the Republic of Georgia could follow in order to develop
regulations or amend the national legislation for these vehicles and therefore to enable the proper
enforcement of them.
● Section 2 describes the category L vehicles (Powered Cycles),
● Section 3 the category R vehicles (Personal Transporter and Bicycles),
● Section 4 considers the road design and other regulations.
● Section 5 provides some examples of regulations and license plates and
● Section 6 considers any other vehicles.

2
2.1

Category L Vehicles: Powered Cycles
Powered Two Wheel Vehicles

This section includes those motor vehicles referred to as mopeds, scooters, motorcycles as well as variants
such as tricycles and quadricycles.
EU Regulation 168/2013 on the approval and market surveillance of two- or three-wheel vehicles and
quadricycles categorises and defines this class in Annex I – Vehicle Classification. It is recommended that
this classification system is also adopted in Tbilisi (or Georgia).
This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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The relevant categories of motor vehicle in this regulation are:
Category

Category Name

Notes

L1

Light two-wheel powered
vehicle

Engine capacity ≤50cc
Maximum design speed ≤45 km/h
Sub categories of Powered Cycle and Two wheel moped

L1-A

Powered Cycle

cycles designed to pedal equipped with an auxiliary propulsion with the
primary aim to aid pedalling and output of auxiliary propulsion is cut off
at a vehicle speed ≤ 25 km/h and

L1-B

Two wheel moped

any other vehicle of the L1 category that cannot be classified
according to the criteria of an L1-A vehicle.

L2

Three wheel moped

Engine capacity ≤50cc
Maximum design speed ≤45 km/h
Passenger and utility versions

L3

Two wheel motorcycle

Three key sub categories

L3-A1

Low performance
Motorcycle

engine capacity ≤ 125 cm3
maximum continuous rated or net power ≤ 11 kW

L3-A2

Medium performance
motorcycle

maximum continuous rated or net power ≤ 35 kW

L3-A3

High performance
motorcycle

any other L3e vehicle that cannot be classified according to sub
categories A1 and A2.

A moped is generally regarded to be, in the EU, a two wheeled vehicle with no more than 50 cc, and a
maximum speed of 45 km/h. Generally, a moped is defined as “a two- or three-wheeled vehicle having an
internal combustion engine with displacement inferior to 50 cc and a maximum factory speed of less than 50
km/h”. Most countries, such as Denmark, Australia and Finland, require the moped to be registered with a
license plate, have insurance, wear a helmet and set a minimum age limit of 16 or 18 years old. In addition to
mopeds and scooters described above, this class also includes electrically assisted pedal cycles (or e-bike)
and even pedal cycles (or bike).
In the Netherlands, a distinction is made between human-powered and motorised vehicles. In order to have
the legal status of a bike an e-bike needs to have electric pedal assistance only - in other words, the power
supply has to stop when the cyclist stops pedalling. In addition, the pedal assistance needs to turn off when
the cyclist reaches the maximum speed of 25 km/h. At higher speeds the riders has to do all the work
himself, just like on an ordinary bike. Therefore, the e-bike is permitted up to a maximum speed of 25 km/h
and if it can obtain speeds above this then it is legally a moped, scooter or motorcycle.
This affects whether or not it is permitted to use a cycle lane – only pedal cycles and e-bikes (up to 25km/h)
are permitted on cycle lanes. Consequently, mopeds etc are required to use the road in a similar way as a
normal motor car and follow the rules of the road. This means that delivery mopeds and scooters (eg for
Glovo and Wolt) cannot use the cycle lanes in Tbilisi and this should be enforced by regulation. Conversely,
the Georgian law would need to be changed so that classes of vehicle not permitted on the pavement
(sidewalk) or cycle lanes are permitted to use the general road.
In the UK, the Electrically Assisted Pedal Cycles Regulations 1983 (amended 2015) provide that electrically
assisted pedal cycles that meet the following conditions and that these vehicles are not to be classed as a
motor vehicle. Legally an electrically assisted pedal cycle (pedal cycles with two or more wheels) shall meet
the following requirements:
● cycle must be fitted with pedals that are capable of propelling it.
● maximum continuous rated power of the electric motor must not exceed 250 Watts.
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● electrical assistance must cut-off when the vehicle reaches 25 km/h

2.2

Recommendations

Our recommendation is to:
● Adopt the same definition as the EU Classification 168/2013 for a Moped
● Register any motorized vehicle with an internal combustion engine, including license plate
● Require a specific driving license and an age limit of 16 or 18+
● Create a special recognition for pedal assisted bicycles, using the Netherlands example.

2.3

Examples

Below an example of different Mopeds is provided:
L1 Moped

3
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L1 A Powered Cycle

L1 B Two wheel moped

4
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5

Category R Vehicles: Personal Transporters and Bicycles

There are a number of personal transport vehicles that are not currently classified by the EU or Georgian
Law as a vehicle and allocated a category in law. These include bicycles and various new forms of personal
transporters such as e-scooters. The authorities in the Czech Republic developed a new category of vehicle
that was designed to cover other uncategorised types. It is suggested that Georgia also adopts such a new
category of vehicle.
Resolution Number 37 dated 3 January 2014 does not include such a designation and therefore until
national legislation is updated, Tbilisi is unable to legislate locally through a regulation of its Sakrebulo.

3.1

What is a “Powered Transporter” – Case Study from the UK

In the UK, the term “powered transporters” covers a variety of novel personal transport devices which are
mechanically propelled (propelled by a motor) as well as or instead of being manually propelled. It includes
e-scooters, Segways, hoverboards, go-peds (combustion engine-powered kick-scooters), powered
unicycles, and u-wheels. However, this term does not include electrically-assisted pedal cycles (EAPCs),
which have their own regulatory framework.
In the UK, there is no specially-designed legal regime for powered transporters. This means that they are
covered by the same laws and regulations that apply to all motor vehicles. The definition of “motor vehicle”
as set out in the Road Traffic Act 1988 is “any mechanically propelled vehicle intended or adapted for use on
roads”. There is UK case law confirming that powered transporters fall within this definition.
As powered transporters are classified as motor vehicles in the UK, they can be used on private land to
which the public does not have access without legal restrictions, providing that the user has the permission
of the owner or occupier of the land. In the UK it is an offence to use powered transporters on the pavement
(in the UK, a pavement is the part of a highway at the sides of a road which is used by pedestrians). By
section 72, Highway Act 1835 it is an offence to ride on, or to lead or draw a carriage on a pavement. This
rule applies almost all vehicles, with special legal exceptions for mobility scooters and wheelchairs. In a
similar way, powered transporters are prohibited from using cycle tracks, cycle lanes on roads, or other
spaces dedicated to pedal cycle use only (section 21(1), Road Traffic Act 1988). EAPCs and mobility
scooters are exempt from this ban. For motor vehicles to use public roads lawfully, they must meet a number
of different requirements. These include insurance; conformity with technical standards and standards of
use; payment of vehicle tax, licensing, and registration; driver testing and licensing; and the use of relevant
safety equipment. It is highly unlikely that personal transporters will be able to meet these requirements and
therefore they would be prohibited from using public roads in the UK.

3.2

Proposed Classification for Georgia

This section shows a proposed classification for Georgia. This classification is kept as simple as possible
and includes the ability for vehicles that may the introduced to the market in the future to be included. The
main classes include pedal cycles, electric assist cycles (otherwise known as pedelecs) together with two
classes of personal transporters, one non-motorised and one motorised. Together they include all types of
personal transport currently seen in Tbilisi.
Sub Category

Description

Comment

R1

Pedal cycles

No form of electric assist (bicycle)

R2

Non-Motorised Personal Transporters

Includes scooters, skateboards, quad and inline skates
etc

R3

Motorised Personal Transporters

Includes electric kick scooters, electric skateboards,
hoverboards, electric unicycles, segways etc
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Note that electric assist cycles are classed as L1A vehicles and S-EPAC vehicles are classed as a moped
and are L1 category vehicles.

3.3

Illustrations of Different R-Vehicles

The following images illustrate the different vehicles categorised in Type R:
R1 – Pedal Cycle

R2 - Non-Motorised Personal Transporters
Scooter

Skateboard

6
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Quad Skates

Inline Skates

R3 - Motorised Personal Transporters
Electric Scooter

7
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Electric skateboards

Hoverboard

Electric unicycle

8
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Segways

4

Road Design

The following section describes bicycle lanes and the different considerations for allocating the road space.
Chapter 4 is intended to inform the development of legislation regarding the use and misuse of category L
and R vehicles on streets and pavements in Tbilisi.

4.1

The Use of and Design of Bicycle Facilities

In the English language the correct word for an R1 category vehicle is a bicycle, often shortened to cycle or
bike. To emphasise the human power part, the word can sometimes be shown as pedal cycle.
Although the bicycle is defined in Georgian law, it is not classified and there are no regulations regarding use
and misuse.
With regard to infrastructure best international practice is either the German Directives for the Design of
Urban Roads 1, Edition 2006 (English Translation 2012), RASt 06 or the Dutch Design Manual for Bicycle
Traffic 2, CROW.
Georgian law requires amendment so that cycles are permitted to use the general road if no cycle lane is
available. This amendment needs to clarify whether or not, in road safety terms, cycles may continue to use
the pavement (sidewalk).

4.2

Proposed Regulation for Bicycle Lanes in Tbilisi

On the use of bicycle lanes
● Bicycle, cycle or bike lanes are exclusive lanes for vehicles as described in this section.
● A bicycle lane is a specially marked lane for the exclusive use of specified vehicles 24 hours a day and 7
days a week.
● The maximum speed limit applicable in cycle lanes is 25 km/h
1

https://www.fgsv-verlag.de/pub/media/pdf/200_E_PDF.v.pdf

2

https://crowplatform.com/product/design-manual-for-bicycle-traffic/
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● Users of cycle lanes must wear EU-approved cycle helmets (meeting European Standards EN 1078 / EN
1080) and hi-viz vests or jackets.
● If a cycle lane is present on a street permitted users of a cycle lane must use the cycle lane provided and
should not use either the pavement or the roadway.
● Where a cycle lane is designed and marked for one way movement, then users of that facility must only
use it in the direction marked.
Cycle lanes may be used by:
•
•
•

Category R1 - Cycles
Other category R vehicles
Category L1A vehicles (electric assist cycles)

Cycle lanes may not be used by:
•
•
•

Any motorised vehicle not classified as category R
Any category L vehicle used for making deliveries
S-EPAC cycles

Category R3 vehicles, including electric kick scooters, may only be used by persons aged over 18 on the
public highway (includes footways and cycle lanes).
For persons aged between 14 and 18 years, these vehicles may only be used on private land which includes
public parks.
Category R3 vehicles may travel up to 6 km/h on shared footways and up to 25 km/h on cycle lanes although
category R1 cycles retain priority.

4.3

Speed considerations

It is suggested that those vehicles that are permitted to use the pavement (sidewalk) are those powered by
foot and limited to travel at no more than 6 km/h.
Those categories of vehicle that can travel at more than 6 km/h but less than 25 km/h should use cycle lanes
where these are available

4.4

Noise Considerations

No vehicle in category L or R should be permitted to drive while making excessive noise. In Europe, the
means for enforcement of noise, particularly on mopeds and motorcycles, is undertaken by a combination of
using the EU standard for silencers, the noise level expressed in db (UNECE 41 and EU 134/2014) and
markings on the exhaust system. These markings must not show “Not for Road Use” and should have an EU
number. This allows the police to easily check vehicles conform to regulations.
With electric vehicles, particularly e-scooters, these have been recently introduced to Tbilisi and operate
silently on pavements together with pedestrians and animals. Many e-scooter users drive at an excessive
speed on the pavement and cause a hazard to other users. Consequently some device that creates a low
noise level and/or a speed limiter may be required for vehicles permitted on the pavement.
Currently cycles are not permitted by police to use the normal roadway thus causing additional hazards to
pedestrians. The legislation needs to be changed to allow cyclists to use the road provided they can be seen
and wear safety clothing (for example helmet, hi viz clothing, lights on the cycle etc).
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Definition of an Electric assisted Pedal Cycle

Electric bicycle and/or LEV (Light Electric Vehicle of weight less than or equal to 400 kg) is a term, which
covers two different concepts of vehicles with an auxiliary electric motor:
1. cycles equipped with an auxiliary motor that cannot be exclusively propelled by that motor. Only when the
cyclist pedals, does the motor assist. These vehicles are generally called pedelecs.
2. cycles equipped with an auxiliary electric motor that can be exclusively propelled by that motor. The
cyclist is not necessarily required to pedal. These vehicles are generally called E-bikes.
A vehicle that is an “electrically assisted pedal cycle” (Pedelec) if: the bike has pedals that propel it; the
electric motor cannot assist you when your speed is greater than 25 km/h; and the power does not exceed
250 watts.
EU member states must classify pedelecs excluded from Directive 2002/24/EC as bicycles. For these
vehicles the European standard EN 15194 (EPAC – Electrically Power Assisted Cycles) has been
implemented.

5

Selected examples

5.1

Case Study of Licence Plates used in The Netherlands

The Government of The Netherlands require users of mopeds and lightweight mopeds to show a licence
plate on the rear of their vehicle 3. There are two types of licence plate – a yellow plate is used for mopeds
with a maximum speed of 45 km/h and a blue plate is used for lightweight mopeds with a maximum speed of
25 km/h. The use of these licence plates assists the police to enforce abuse easier as all vehicles are
required to show a plate. The police can also enforce the use of cycle lanes and other infrastructure much
easier by looking at the colour of the licence plate.
The following table shows the legal requirements in the Netherlands:

3

Vehicle

Licence Plate

Maximum
Speed

Minimum
Age

Driving
Licence?

Insurance?

Helmet?

Moped

Yellow

45 km/h

16

Yes

Yes

Yes

Scooter

Blue

25 km/h

16

Yes

Yes

No

E-Bike

None

25 km/h

None

No

No

No

Bicycle

None

none

none

No

No

No

https://www.rdw.nl/particulier/voertuigen/brommer/de-kentekenplaat/soorten-kentekenplaten
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Figure 1.1: Moped Licence Plate

Figure 1.2: Lightweight Moped Licence Plate

Source: RDW.nl

Source: RDW.nl

5.2

Case Study of the Regulations in Germany

This case study shows the regulations in force in Germany.
Type

Age

Speed

Where

How

Children with pedal
cycle

≤ 9 years advisory

Human power only

Footway

A cycle helmet is not
mandatory but
recommended

Electric Personal
Transporters with
manufacturer barred
top speed of 20 km/h

≥ 14 years

≤ 20 km/h

Cycle Lane

A cycle helmet is not
mandatory but
recommended

Human power and
electric assist ≤ 25
km/h and 250 W

Cycle Lane

A cycle helmet is not
mandatory but
recommended

≤ 45 km/h

Road

Helmet required
Insurance identifier

≤ 7 years mandatory

Insurance badge

Pedal cycle and
Pedelec
S-Pedelec and Moped

≥ 16 years

Driving Licence class
AM

5.3

Case Study France

The French Government with the support of the Mayor of Paris have developed and introduced new rules for
electric scooters and new motorised personal transport equipment (electric unicycles, segways and
hoverboards) as part of the French Highway Code (Traffic Law). This was done because it was felt that the
increasing use of these types of vehicle, particularly in Paris, was causing serious road safety implications
and the vehicles were not regulated and therefore their use could not be enforced properly.
The key issue was that motorised personal transport equipment vehicles were not covered by the French
Highway Code and therefore they were not authorised or regulated for use on the public highway and had to
be used, in theory, on private land. The users of non-motorised personal transport equipment such as
scooters, skateboards and rollerblades were permitted to use them on the footway and other pedestrian
spaces provided that they kept to walking speed.
The development of a dedicated regulation of users of motorised personal transport equipment allowed the
French authorities to regulate behaviour in pedestrian spaces and to make their use safer for all users.
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The Government’s objective was to create a framework allowing the development and use of motorised
personal transport equipment while at the same time ensuring the safety of their users and other users of the
public highway.
The new regulations, from 25 October 2019, recognise personal transport equipment as a new category in
the Highway Code and for motorised personal transport equipment defines the rules for their operational,
parking, technical characteristics and fines for breaking the rules. In addition, it will allow mayors to derogate
from the general traffic rules for these new vehicles, in order to adapt to the diversity of situations. The
regulations are similar to the rules already in place for bicycles with certain particular changes.
General Rules
● Users of motorised personal transport equipment must behave with due care and consideration for their
own safety and the safety of other road users.
● As with bicycles, it is forbidden to drive under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
● Driving a motorised personal transport equipment is prohibited for anyone under the age of 12.
● It is forbidden for more than one person to use motorised personal transport.
● It is forbidden to wear headphones or any device likely to emit sound, or to use a mobile phone whilst in
motion.
● Since motorized personal transport equipment are motor vehicles, insurance is compulsory for all users.
Rental companies must take out insurance to cover their clients.
Equipment
● In built-up areas or on greenways and cycle paths, wearing a helmet is not compulsory but highly
recommended.
● At night, or by day in insufficient visibility and in built-up areas, users must wear high visibility clothing
such as a waistcoat.
● In order to operate on the public highway, the speed of any vehicle must be capable of restricted from
exceeding 25km/h.
● All motorised personal transport equipment must have front and rear lights fitted, - retro-reflecting devices
(retro-reflectors),
● All motorised personal transport equipment must have a braking system and an audible warning fitted.
Areas of Operation
● Motorised personal transport equipment are prohibited from traveling on the footway. Vehicles must
instead be wheeled by hand.
● In built-up areas, motorised personal transport equipment must use cycle tracks and cycle lanes when
these exist. Where cycle lanes are not available, motorised personal transport equipment may use public
roads which have a maximum speed limit of 50 km/h or less.
● Outside built-up areas, motorised personal transport equipment may only use cycle lanes.
● As with bicycles, personal transport equipment may park on footways, however users should not obstruct
pedestrians and ensure their safety.
Sanctions
● Failure to adhere to the regulations: 35 euros fine (2nd class)
● Carrying of passengers: 35 euros fine (2nd class)
● Travelling on a footway without being authorized to do: 135 euros fine (4th class)
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● If you allow the vehicle to exceed the manufacturer’s maximum speed: 135 euros fine (4th class)
● Using a vehicle whose manufacturer’s maximum speed is more than 25 km / h: 1,500 euros fine (5th
class)

14
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Other Categories of Vehicle

There are several other vehicles that are in use by cities in Europe for tourist use including replica vintage
cars and so-called beer bikes. The retro cars in Prague were found to be dangerous and are being banned
by the authorities and the beer bikes in Amsterdam are found to cause a nuisance and are also being
banned. Experience in Portugal sees the cities of Lisbon and Sintra being over-run by unregulated tuk tuks
and other vehicles which detracts from the enjoyment of the town and causes a bad reputation in the eyes of
visitors. City Hall may wish to regulate this type of vehicle before they become popular.
Retro Car in Prague

Tuk Tuk in Lisbon
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Beer Bikes in Amsterdam

Go Car in Lisbon

Dotto Road Train in Sintra,
Portugal

16
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1

Introduction

This Technical Note has been compiled following two instances of narrow streets identified during the design
of the first strategic bus route. The objective of this Technical Note is to show best international practice for
road markings in areas where streets are narrow in order to assist the staff of the Transport Agency to carry
out their design work in these and other similar areas of Tbilisi.

2

General

Narrow lanes in urban areas with low speed enforcement could be used for short distances for up to 200
metres. They need to be implemented with relevant traffic signs which warn vehicles of narrow lanes ahead.

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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Figure 2.1: Road narrows on both sides ahead

2

Figure 2.2: Road narrows on right ahead

Source: UK Traffic Signs Manual

Figure 2.3: Speed Limit

Figure 2.4: Traffic Calming
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Figure 2.5: Traffic Calming with Bollards

Figure 2.6: Traffic Calming with Speed Hump

Figure 2.7: Goods vehicles exceeding a gross
weight of 7.5T prohibited

Figure 2.8: Vehicles exceeding 6'-6'' in width
indicated prohibited

Source: UK Traffic Signs Manual

Objectives of the measures implemented:
● - to emphasis low speed and priority to pedestrians and cyclists
● - to discourage overtaking
● - to reduce the width of carriageway which pedestrians have to cross
● - to create space for non-traffic activities
● - to reduce ‘optical width’ (optical width narrower with trees either side)
● - to provide defined on-street parking and loading space
In Tbilisi, cyclists are not permitted to use bus lanes. Therefore, where roads are wide enough the bus lane
should be 4 metres wide, including all contraflow bus lanes. The standard bus lane width for with-flow bus
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lanes should be 3.5 metres and in constrained areas the width of the bus lane may be reduced to no less
than 3.0 metres. The width of narrow roads should be a minimum of 5.5 metres (the minimum for two cars to
pass in safety at low speed). Where there are particular constraints 4.1 metres is the minimum width for a
car to pass a car, 4.8 metres is the minimum width for a car to pass a rigid vehicle and 5.5 metres is the
minimum for a rigid vehicle to pass a rigid vehicle.
Figure 2.9: Vehicles and Lane Widths

Source: Manual for Streets

Figure 2.10: Typical Vehicle Widths

Source: Manual for Streets
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Are narrow lanes safer? How wide should the lanes be?
Recent academic research, highlighted in Cities Safer by Design, a WRI Ross Center for Sustainable Cities
publication, shows that wider lanes are more dangerous than narrower lanes. To further investigate how
cities are stacking up against the existing evidence, the Health and Road Safety team of WRI Ross Center
for Sustainable Cities decided to compare typical lane widths in selected global cities with reported traffic
fatality rates.
New Delhi, Mumbai and São Paulo have wider lanes, ranging from 3.25 metres to 3.6 metres, which leads to
a fatality rate of 6.1-11.8 residents per 100,000, while Beijing, Chennai and Fortaleza have the highest
fatality rate, 20-27.2 deaths per 100,000, with lane widths of 3.6 metres and higher.
Figure 2.11: Lane Width and Road Safety

Source: https://thecityfix.com/blog/bigger-isnt-always-better-narrow-traffic-lanes-make-cities-safer-subha-ranjan-banerjee-ben-welle/

3

Case Study: Gorgasali Street

In the southern part of Gorgasali Street, the width varies from a minimum of 11.8 metres to around 12.4
metres, before widening to 15.8 metres to the south and 16.5 metres to the north (highlighted in red below).
This is not sufficiently wide to provide the standard 2 Bus lanes of 3.5 metres each and 2 car lanes of 3.25
metres each.
We recommend that the road markings should provide for the two bus lanes each of 3 metres wide for each
direction, and a two-way narrow lane for other traffic of 5.8 metres. Additional signs need to be introduced to
provide for the restriction of speed to max 30km/h, warning of narrow lanes, and the prohibition of access for
HGVs and large vehicles. A coloured surface at the start of the narrowing could be added.
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Figure 3.1: Overview Plan of Gorgasali Street

Source: Mott MacDonald
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Figure 3.2: Detail Plan of the Road Markings on the Narrow Section of Road

Source: Mott MacDonald

4

Case Study: Dimitri Gulia St - Bridge

The width of the bridge varies from 16.8 metres on the east side to 19.0 metres on the west side. At its
narrower point the bridge width is not sufficiently wide to provide the standard two Bus lanes of 3.5 metres
each and four car lanes of 3.25 metres each (20 metres).
We recommend that the road markings should provide two bus lanes each of 3 metres wide and in each
direction, combined two narrow traffic lanes of min 5.4 metres. Additional signs would need to be introduced
and would provide for the restriction of traffic speed to max 30km/h and warning of narrow lanes. A coloured
surface at the start of the narrowing could be added.

7
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Figure 4.1: Overview Plan of Dimitri Gulia Street Bridge

Source: Mott MacDonald

Figure 4.2: Detail Plan of Road Markings on the Bridge

Source: Mott MacDonald
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1

Objective of this Technical Note

The objective of this Technical Note is to describe the use of and the design of Box Junctions as used in the
UK. These are often referred to as yellow box junctions due to the colour of the paint used. The purpose for
this note is to illustrate how they may be used in Tbilisi with regard to the current practice of motorists
blocking new bus lanes while entering main streets from side roads. The use of box junctions in Georgia will
need a change to the Traffic Act and its appendices.
Figure 1.1: Illustration of a Box Junction (UK)

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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What are Box Junctions?

Box junctions are road markings designed keep the junction clear for through-traffic in order to avoid traffic
congestion. Consequently, their use improves flow at three key locations:
● They could improve traffic flow at priority junctions where blocking back causes obstruction.
● These markings may also be used outside police, fire, ambulance stations or hospitals where traffic is
likely to form queues on the main road.
● They can be used to prevent bus lanes being blocked by traffic from side roads.
However, Box Junctions are not a substitute for traffic signals.

3

The Law in the UK

In the UK, the yellow box road markings are regulated by Section 36 (“drivers to comply with driver signs”) of
the Road Traffic Act 1988. A similar arrangement should be implemented in Georgia. Traffic Regulation
Orders are not needed in order to install yellow box markings, although the police should always be
consulted.
“box junction” means an area of the carriageway where yellow marking has been placed and which is:
(a) at a junction between two or more roads;
(b) at a gyratory system or roundabout;
(c) along a length of a two-way road (other than at a junction), the carriageway of which is not greater than
4.5 metres wide at its narrowest point; or
(d) on the length of road adjacent to the vehicular entrance to the premises of a fire, police or ambulance
station.
“Vehicle stopping within a box junction” means a vehicle stationary or stopped within a box junction, including
a vehicle which is stationary whilst part of it is within the box junction.
1. a person must not cause a vehicle to enter the box junction so that the vehicle has to stop within the box
junction due to the presence of stationary vehicles. A vehicle waiting to turn left at a junction between two
or more roads may stop within the box junction for so long as it is prevented from completing the left‑turn
by oncoming vehicles or other vehicles which are stationary whilst waiting to complete a left‑turn.
2. At road narrowing, a person must not cause a vehicle to enter the box junction so that the vehicle must
stop within the box junction due to the presence of oncoming vehicles or other stationary vehicles beyond
the box junction.
3. The prohibition does not apply to a person who
a) causes a vehicle to enter the box junction for the purpose of turning right; and
b) stops the vehicle within the box junction for so long as the vehicle is prevented from completing the
right turn by an oncoming vehicle or other vehicle which is stationary whilst waiting to complete a right
turn.
4. Exceptions from the restrictions are
a) fire and rescue authority;
b) ambulances;
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c) bomb or explosive disposal;
d) special forces;
e) police.
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Guidance to Drivers

The Guidance to motorists in the UK is contained within a book called the Highway Code 1. Rule 174 of the
Highway Code refers to Box Junctions. The legal basis is The Traffic Signs Regulations and General
Directions 2002 clauses 10(1) & 29(2).
174 - Box junctions. These have criss-cross yellow lines painted on the road (see ‘Road markings’). You
MUST NOT enter the box until your exit road or lane is clear. However, you may enter the box and wait when
you want to turn right, and are only stopped from doing so by oncoming traffic, or by other vehicles waiting to
turn right. At signalled roundabouts you MUST NOT enter the box unless you can cross over it completely
without stopping.
Figure 4.1: The Use of a Box Junction (UK)

Rule 174: Enter a box junction only if your exit road is clear

1

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/the-highway-code
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Design criteria

The marking consists of yellow lines forming a box enclosing cross‑hatched diagonal lines. The diagonal
lines are 150 mm wide and should normally be spaced about 2 m apart where the shortest boundary of the
box is less than 9 m long, or 2.5 m apart where the shortest boundary of the box is 9 m or more.
At a road junction, the box will normally have four straight sides, each being approximately transverse to the
traffic flow on the approach. Where the marking is used on a roundabout or at a road narrowing, the
longitudinal boundary lines follow the kerb and will be curved as appropriate. It might also be appropriate for
parts of the boundary line to be placed adjacent to the kerb at a road junction, particularly where the side
roads are slightly staggered and the transverse line across the main road are at right angles (e.g. parallel to
a traffic signal stop line).
At a road junction, any corner may be cut away to accommodate corner kerbs – as shown in Figure 5.1
below. The overall shape of the marking and the number of cross‑hatched lines will vary to accord with the
circumstances at the site. Half‑box markings should be designed in the same way as full box markings but
with only half the box marked on the road.
Figure 5.1: Designing a Box Junction
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How to set out the marking which extends across the full width of the carriageway at a road junction:
a) mark transverse lines across each arm of the junction approximately at right angles to the flow of

traffic (see
Figure 5.3)
b) where the corners of the box have been cut away, complete the full box with construction lines; where the
sides are still unequal in length, extend the short sides to X and Q using construction lines so that PX = PY =
YQ;
c) draw a main diagonal X‑Y running from corner to corner of the notional box (either pair of opposite corners
may be used)
d) construct a diagonal line P‑Q intersecting the first diagonal at right angles; it will not necessarily connect
both corners of the yellow box; and
e) set out the intermediate lines parallel to the diagonals, at grid intervals of approximately 2 m or 2.5 m as
appropriate
How to set out the markings on a roundabout, at a road narrowing or adjacent to the vehicular entrance to
the premises of a fire, police or ambulance station:
(a) the transverse lines should be placed approximately at right angles to the carriageway (the centre
line where opposite kerb lines are not parallel, e.g. on a roundabout).
(b) the diagonal lines should be set at approximately 45° to one of the transverse boundary lines; in the
case of a roundabout this should be at the exit from the box as shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.2: Yellow Box extending partially across the width of a carriageway at junction (at a junction
between 2 or more roads)
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Figure 5.3: Design and layout Example 1 - yellow box for traffic A

Figure 5.4: Yellow Box extending fully across the width of a carriageway at junction (at a junction
between 2 or more roads)
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Where premises are located at a road junction, the half‑box marking shown in

should be used. Half‑boxes, in which
only half the area of the junction is marked, are appropriate at T‑junctions and other junctions where the
traffic blocks back from one direction only. Half‑boxes should be used only on the minor roadside of the main
carriageway to allow emerging traffic to turn left where the queue of traffic in the major road is to the right. A
half‑box on the side of the road opposite a T‑junction generally serves no useful purpose. Even though it will
create a gap in a queue of traffic, drivers turning left from the minor road will not be able to enter the box as
the exit will be obstructed.

Figure 5.5: Design and layout Example 2 - yellow box for traffic A when traffic B queues
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Figure 5.6: Design and layout Example 3 - yellow box at crossroads for traffic A and B when all or
some traffic queues
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Figure 5.7: Yellow Box Road Markings
(at a gyratory system or roundabout, but only if it has full time traffic signals)

Schedule 9 General Direction 9 states that “the road marking must not be placed on an area of carriageway
at a gyratory system or roundabout unless entry of traffic into that area of carriageway is at all times
controlled by traffic light signals. They should not be used where traffic streams merge, as it will not be clear
which stream has precedence when a gap appears”
A yellow box marking at a signal‑controlled roundabout is likely to be appropriate where vehicles entering the
roundabout form a queue across a free‑running dedicated lane on the circulatory carriageway that leads to
the next exit. A yellow box marking might also be appropriate where the exit route from a roundabout is
congested and a queue forms across the previous entry arm, thus preventing vehicles from entering the
roundabout at that point and proceeding along a free‑running part of the circulatory carriageway that passes
the next exit.
Where a narrow section of road is controlled by priority signs a yellow box marking may be used to prevent
vehicles from queuing back into the section and obstructing the flow from the opposite direction. This is
appropriate only where queues are likely to form, for example near a junction, beyond the priority section.
The marking must not be used where the carriageway width at the narrowest point is greater than 4.5 m. The
longitudinal boundaries of the marking will not necessarily be formed by straight lines as they must always be
adjacent to the edge of the carriageway.
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Figure 5.8: Yellow Box road markings (along a length of a two‑way road (other than at a junction), the
carriageway of which is not greater than 4.5 metres wide at its narrowest point)
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Guidance to designers

Not all junctions are suitable for the installation of box markings.
Criteria should be applied before deciding whether a particular site should be marked. A traffic survey should
be carried out to determine the extent of the problem, not only to assess the suitability of the junction for box
marking but also to establish whether any alternative measures might be effective (e.g. re‑timing or linking of
traffic signals at adjacent junctions). A survey will also reveal what further measures might be needed, e.g.
imposition of waiting and loading restrictions or re‑location of bus stops.
Factors which influence a decision to provide box markings shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 include the
following:
a) the junction should preferably, though not necessarily, be controlled by signals;
b) blocking back from a junction ahead should occur under existing conditions, even if only for short periods;
c) there should preferably be heavy traffic flows on both opposing arms of the junction. At non signalised
junctions with minor roads where blocking of the mouth of the minor road is infrequent, a KEEP CLEAR
markings may be more appropriate; The KEEP CLEAR marking should be considered as alternative
markings where queuing on the main road is infrequent – although these may have to translated into
Georgian!
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Figure 6.1: Keep Clear Markings

d) opposing roads at a junction should normally be in line with each other. The markings may, however, be
used exceptionally at staggered junctions, particularly where the minor roads have a right-hand stagger,
provided the box length is not excessive, and irregular shapes can be avoided. Two half-boxes may be a
practical substitute for a single large box in such circumstances;
e) the carriageway beyond the junction should be free from obstruction (this may necessitate the imposition
of waiting or loading restrictions, or the adjustment of bus stops on the lengths concerned);
f) where a succession of junctions gives rise to blocking back, the establishment of a series of boxes should
be considered, provided at least 20 metres of storage space can be maintained between successive boxes;
g) there should preferably not be a high proportion of left‑turning traffic, since experience has shown that the
effectiveness of the marking is reduced under these conditions.
When designing the marking, authorities should take in account that drivers must be able to comply with the
requirements of seeing that their exit is clear before entering the box. This will obviously impose limits on the
dimensions of the box depending on individual site conditions.
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Appendices
A.
B.

Example Design for Melikishvili Street
Example of Box Junctions in the UK
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A. Example Design for Melikishvili Street
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B. Example of Box Junctions in the UK
This example of a box junction is taken from Southampton, UK.
Figure B.1: Box Junction Markings on Road

Figure B.2: Plan View of Box Junction Markings
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Figure B.3: View of Box Junction and Side Turning

Figure B.4: View of Box Junction Markings
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Introduction and Objective

It has been observed that speed cushions or humps have been installed on some roads in Tbilisi. The design
of these road humps may be suitable for cars and smaller vehicles but are generally unsuitable for larger
vehicles such as buses. The objective of this Technical Note is to demonstrate best international design
practice of traffic calming road humps that are specifically designed for buses as well as demonstrating how
recycled rubber (for example from old bus tyres) could be used for their manufacture. The reason for well
designed road humps is to prevent damage to the buses, prevent spinal damage to drivers (they drive these
routes frequently) and to give passengers a more comfortable ride.

2

General

In UK there are several types of speed reduction measures, but best practice found for bus routes is the
implementation of ‘speed cushions’, narrow rectangular humps, in a form of a ramp with a flat plateau, which
allow wide tracked vehicles such as buses and large emergency vehicles to straddle or partially straddle the
speed cushion (Figure 1). They are the most widely used form of traffic calming device as they proved to be
highly effective at controlling the speeds of cars, whilst minimising passenger discomfort for buses.
Traffic calming was introduced in the UK following successful schemes in mainland Europe that had
improved safety in urban areas. While road safety in the UK was, and remains, very good compared to
Europe, the UK has high accident rates for vulnerable road users in towns and cities. Traffic calming reduces
speeds and hence improves safety, especially for vulnerable road users.
Speed and accident reduction are not the only valid objectives leading to the introduction of a traffic calming
scheme. Other objectives may include encouraging non-motorised users, improving the local environment
and reducing community severance. All objectives should be clearly stated at the outset and should tie in
with both the authorities’ strategic objectives and the needs and desires of the relevant stakeholders. A traffic
calming scheme can provide an opportunity for the local community to get involved in the redesign of their
street: considering uses, streetscape and sense of place as well as specific measures.
Local authorities may have to make difficult decisions about the type of scheme they implement. Weighing
factors: i.e. the size of area to be treated, against the quality and appearance of the final scheme could
determine what scheme to chose.

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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Figure 2.1: Example of a Speed Cushion

Speed cushions should not be implemented on strategic routes where speeds exceed 50kmh.
The cushions should be placed away from bus stops and at sufficient distance from junctions (minimum
50m) to allow buses room to align and straddle the cushions. Vehicles parked adjacent to cushions can also
make it difficult for buses to straddle the cushions.
Waiting restrictions should be introduced where speed cushions are used, in order to ensure that buses can
be aligned to straddle the cushions evenly.
Figure 2.2: UK Examples of how the Speed Cushions are Implemented
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Materials and colours

Speed cushions could be manufactured from recycled tyre rubber or for a more permanent solution from
reinforced concrete (see Marshalls leaflet in Appendix A). The tyre rubber cushions are tough and flexible,
they follow the road surface contour and incorporate a unique underside profile that moulds itself to the road
surface without the need for excavation. Installation can be completed in less than 30 minutes, resulting in
minimal road disruption and significantly reduced installation costs. They can be installed in either tyre rubber
(grey) colour or can be coloured red. The red coloured provides more visibility for drivers.

4

Installation

Rubber tyre speed cushions could be installed in under 30 minutes (see links to Rosehill video or
specification from Marshalls)
● https://www.rosehillhighways.com/products/speed-cushions/installation-videos/
● https://www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/traffic-calming/speed-cushions
Figure 4.1: Example installation of speed cushion
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Design specification

The dimensions of the speed cushions are as following (Figures 5.1 and 5.2):
A. Height = 65mm (65-max 75mm)
B. Length = 2000mm (2000-3000mm, max 3700mm)
C. Width = 1650mm (1600-max 1700mm)
D. Spacing(gap) between speed cushions (transversal) – 750mm (min)
E. Spacing (gap) between speed cushions and kerb line – 1000mm (min 750mm, max 1200mm to prevent
vehicles driving within the gap).
F. Spacing (gap) along speed cushions (longitudinal) – 70m (60-90m, max 100m)
G. Spacing (gap) between speed cushions and junctions – min 50m (to allow larger vehicles to turn and
straighten up before crossing a cushion)
H. Ramp (on/off) – 1:8 (no steeper)
I. Ramp (side) – 1:4 (no steeper)
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Figure 5.1: Dimensions of speed cushions

Figure 5.2: Spacing (gaps) of speed cushions
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Marking, signing and lighting

Speed cushions have a white arrow marked on the on ramp (direction of travel). A warning sign as shown in
Figure 6.1 and supplementary plates (Figure 6.2) are required to be placed in advance, to warn drivers of the
speed cushions presence. The warning sign Diagram 557.1 must be illuminated.
Figure 6.1: Speed cushion warning sign (TSRGD Diagram 557.1)

Figure 6.2: Supplementary plates (to complement Diagram 557.1)

All speed cushions shall be lit. The road hump regulations requirements in UK for road lighting of road hump
schemes, (other than in 20 mph zones) are that the street lighting should extend over the length of the road
containing the humps. This must consist of at least three street lamps placed not more than 38 metres apart
from each other, or the lighting should comply with the British Standard (BS 5489, 1992) or the European
Standard (BSEN 13021_2:2003).

7
7.1

Summary of design factors, advantages and disadvantages
of the use of speed cushions
Advantages

● Less discomfort than road humps to occupants of large buses and commercial vehicles.
● Less delay to fire appliances and buses.
● Effective speed control device, but not quite as effective as round or flat-top road humps.
● Speed of vehicles over cushions is mainly determined by cushion width.
● Cushion dimensions and spacing can be varied depending upon the road type and ‘target’ speed
required.
● Narrower cushions can be used to reduce discomfort to passengers in mini-buses and ambulances.
● Cushion layouts can be varied to suit road width.
● The use of cushions removes through traffic with flows reduced on average by 25%
● Drainage not a problem.
● Different colours and materials can be used to increase the visual impact.
● Cyclists and motorcyclists can avoid the cushions.
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Disadvantages

● Not suitable for reducing speeds of two-wheeled motor vehicles (motorcycles).
● Discomfort is experienced by drivers and passengers in smaller vehicles (cars, light commercial vehicles,
minibuses and some ambulances). The degree of discomfort varies between vehicles and is governed by
vehicle type, vehicle track width, vehicle speed, cushion dimensions and vehicle path over the cushions.
● Wide cushions may cause greater discomfort to passengers in mini buses and ambulances.
● Vehicles with wide wheel tracks can travel over narrow cushions faster than narrower tracked vehicles.
● Waiting restrictions or build-outs may be required to ensure vehicles can straddle the cushions and
thereby gain the benefit in terms of discomfort reduction.
● Noise and vibration levels may be a nuisance at locations adjacent to cushions, where there is a
significant flow of commercial vehicles in the traffic stream, especially if the commercial vehicles do not
fully straddle the cushions.
● Some car drivers may drive in the centre of the road if the gap between the cushions is too wide. If the
gap is too narrow, opposing vehicles may not be able to pass each other with both vehicles straddling the
cushions.
● Depending on the layout used, some car drivers may drive closer to the kerb or deviate towards the kerb
to fully straddle the cushions. This may be intimidating for cyclists.
● Grounding may be a problem if cushions are particularly narrow (less than 1.6 m wide) or short (less than
2000 mm long). In these instances, lower height cushions may be required which will have a knock-on
effect on vehicle speeds.
● Not suitable at pedestrian crossing places because pedestrians might trip on them.
● Speed cushions can be unpopular with some residents due to discomfort, concern about the speed of
motorcycles and large vehicles, fear of damage to vehicles, vehicles parked near the cushions, some
drivers travelling in the centre of the road, and a perception of increased noise and vibration.
● Speed cushions need marking, signing and lighting except in 20 mph zones.
● Streets fitted with some types of cushions may not be regarded as being visually attractive.
● Poorly designed schemes may not fit in with the character of the street and may be considered
‘urbanising’ in rural areas.

8

Other UK traffic calming measures

A summary of other traffic calming measures, including reference to the speed cushions, appears in Table
8.1. In general, the effectiveness of a scheme would be improved by selecting the most appropriate
measures to meet local objectives. So similar measures may not always give similar results.
The speed reduction obtained after implementation of a scheme will depend on the magnitude of the before
speeds as well as the type of measures introduced, and noise or vibration levels after implementation will be
affected by the local traffic composition and the soil type. An area-wide traffic calming schemes may well
include a variety of measures, and in such situations, it can be very difficult to attribute speed or casualty
reductions to specific measures. A ‘before’ and ‘after’ speed surveys are recommended, to compare benefits
of a scheme.
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Table 8.1: Summary of Traffic Calming Measures
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Appraisal in introducing traffic calming measures

In making a case for installing traffic calming measures, local authorities should carry out a comprehensive
appraisal of impacts of any scheme, including the social and environmental gains or losses. Crossdisciplinary teams can consider a range of views and ensure that the impacts of the scheme are fully taken
into account.
Highway Authorities shall consult the police when road hump schemes are proposed for a road or area and
they must also post notices in the street and in local papers advertising the scheme. Also, consultations are
required with the fire service, ambulance service and organisations representing those who use the road.
This would include the residents’ organisations and the bus operators. It is also recommended that the
consultation process does not just cover the statutory duties requirements, but that authorities should open
up a dialogue with all interested parties (including pedestrians, disabled people, cyclists’ group) to try to
ensure that there is a consensus in favour of the scheme.

9.1

Scheme assessment framework

Objectives
● achievement of Road Safety Plan objectives.

9
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● achievement of Transport Policy and Strategy objectives.
● achievement of Planning and Environment objectives.
● achievement of Local Transport Plan objectives.
Safety
● total number of injury accidents.
● number of injury accidents to pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists (child injury accidents could be
considered separately).
● number of injury accidents where excessive vehicle speed a factor.
● perceived risk and exposure to traffic particularly pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists.
Traffic characteristics
● traffic speeds.
● emergency vehicle and public transport routes.
● volume of through traffic.
● day-time and night-time vehicle flows.
● number of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs)
● pedestrian flows at junctions and crossings (during school terms and holidays if close to a school).
● pedestrian desire lines.
● cycle flows (during school terms and holidays if close to a school).
Physical characteristics of road
● width of road.
● alignment (gradient, radii and camber).
● provision for cyclists and pedestrians (both along the road and crossing it).
● parking provision.
● provision for people with disabilities.
● footway provision.
● location, width and accessibility at bus stops.
● location of schools, shops, hospitals, fire stations.
Environment
● distance of houses from the road.
● traffic noise.
● traffic emissions.
● traffic vibrations.
● number of residents/properties affected.
● quality of the streetscape.
Value for money
● cost of design, construction and maintenance.
● cost of consultation (before and after construction).
● cost of alternative strategies.
● overall effect (benefits and disbenefits).
● estimated overall cost based on benefits and disbenefits which will vary for each local authority
depending on their priorities.

10
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Appraisal of traffic calming measures

In the preparation of any case for installing traffic calming schemes, local authorities should provide an
appraisal of the impacts of the scheme, including the social and environmental gains. Every transport project
should be appraised at a level of detail appropriate to the value of the project and the scale of its impact.
It is recommended that this is done against the five (NATA - New Approach to Appraisal) objectives, and
sub-objectives – safety, economy, environment, accessibility and integration.
The objectives and sub-objectives to be used in transport applications of NATA are:
Environment – to protect the built and natural environment
● to reduce noise
● to improve local air quality
● to minimise climate change
● to protect and minimise impacts on the landscape
● to protect and enhance the townscape
● to protect and minimise impacts on heritage
● to support and minimise impacts on biodiversity
● to minimise impacts on water resources
● to increase the physical activity benefits from walking and cycling
● to improve journey ambience
Safety – to improve safety
● to reduce accidents
● to improve security
Economy – to support sustainable economic activity and obtain good value for money
● to improve the economic efficiency of the transport system
● to improve reliability
● to provide beneficial wider economic impacts
Accessibility – to improve access to facilities for those without a car and to reduce severance
● to increase option values (that is, the value to individuals of having available options which they do not
use)
● to reduce severance
● to improve access to the transport system
Integration – to ensure that all decisions are taken in the context of the Government’s integrated
transport policy
● to improve transport interchange
● to integrate transport policy with land-use policy
● to integrate transport policy with other Government policies
There are inevitably other practical considerations, such as affordability, effectiveness in solving identified
problems and public acceptability.
In UK, the Highways Agency has devised a Project Appraisal Report system specifically for appraising
smaller road schemes and so assess if a scheme is worthwhile. With this, the preliminary assessment of
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each impact to be judged to be ‘beneficial’, ‘neutral’ or ‘adverse’. Each non-neutral impact is then classified
as ‘slight’, ‘moderate’ or ‘substantial’.
Then a single sheet summary of the relevant information should be prepared for decision-makers. This
should clearly state the problem that the project is intended to solve, the other solutions that have been
considered, and the project impacts.
The assessment is used as follows. If the benefits of the project clearly outweigh the adverse impacts, and
none of the adverse impacts is more than ‘slight’, the preliminary assessment is considered sufficient to
enable a sound decision to be taken. However, if some of the adverse impacts are ‘moderate’ or
‘substantial’, more detailed appraisal is required of those aspects only.
The main impacts of traffic calming schemes are likely to be as follows:
● Traffic calming results in reduced speeds and hence a reduced number of accidents and the severity of
any accidents that do occur.
● Reduced vehicle speeds will improve conditions for pedestrians and cyclists, making these activities more
attractive, providing the design of the measures take pedestrians and cyclists into account. Some calming
schemes may provide specific facilities for non-motorised users such as safe crossing points or widened
pavements.
● The installation of traffic calming measures may have an adverse impact on emergency service and bus
operations as a result of the reduction in speed of vehicles used for these purposes.
● Because of lower speeds overall traffic and vehicle noise should be reduced. However, the character of
the noise may be changed which, at least initially, may result in some complaints. Where large vehicles
make up 10 per cent or more of the traffic composition, body rattle noise may predominate which may
increase traffic noise if full width road humps are installed.
● Ground-borne vibrations resulting from traffic calming measures will not cause structural damage but may
result in a nuisance arising where the sub-grade is of a softer soil type and, for example, road humps are
located near to frontage properties.
● Traffic calming is likely to decrease traffic flows on the roads where it is applied, reducing severance.
However, it may increase traffic flows on surrounding roads.
● Traffic calming has been shown to increase individual vehicle emissions because of slower vehicle
speeds. However, as traffic calming also results in reduced traffic flows the overall vehicle emissions are
not generally increased. Care may be necessary if the traffic calming schemes occur in an Air Quality
Management Area In these areas particular attention will need to be given to balance between reductions
in injury accidents and increases in vehicle emissions. It is unlikely that vehicles diverted to other roads
will significantly affect the emissions on those roads.
● Sympathetic materials, appropriate planting and high-quality design can help to protect and enhance land
and townscapes. Conversely, features such as brightly coloured surfacing, signs and markings can have
a negative visual impact, especially in rural or historic areas.
● Traffic calming is unlikely to have any impact on biodiversity or water resources.

10 Example of priority factors for traffic calming schemes (UK
50 km/h roads)
Factors that can be used to determine the priority for traffic calming schemes.
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Table 10.1: Factors that can be used to determine the priority for traffic calming schemes

11 UK Legislation Documents (selected relevant documents)
● LTA 1/07 Traffic Calming – advise on the use and design features of the traffic calming measures
● The Highways (Road Humps) Regulations 1999 - setting out provisions for road humps in England and
Wales by clarifying the powers available to local highway authorities to construct particular measures for
traffic calming purposes.
● The Traffic Calming Act 1992 amended the Highways Act 1980 by the addition of Sections 90G, 90H and
90I
● TfL 2005 – Most bus companies prefer a plateau length of at least 6 metres, which can accommodate the
wheel base of most buses in the UK. TfL recommends a 12.5 metre length for articulated buses and
buses greater than 15 metres in length.
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12 Glossary of terms
Chicane - Staggered build-outs used to break up long straight sections of roads. One-way working chicanes
may require priority signing which should be clear and visible. Two-way working chicanes can be used on
more major roads, which carry larger vehicles.
Entry treatment - Any measure used on the entrance to a traffic calmed area to alert drivers to the changed
status of the road such as on entry to a 20-mph zone. Coloured surfacing, signs, a single road hump and
narrowing are common treatments.
Full-width road hump - Any road hump that is not a speed cushion.
Gateway - A gateway is a form of entry treatment to a traffic calmed area and the term was originally used
on the entrance to villages where some features resembled ‘gateways’ as a way of announcing the entry to a
village.
‘H’ hump - This type of hump is a combination of a standard hump with outer ramps which are shallower
than the inner ramps thus giving wider track vehicles (e.g. buses) a smoother ride over the hump.
Sometimes called a ‘Combi-hump’.
Half chicane - Another name for a build-out on one side of the road only.
Horizontal deflection - This is a ‘general’ term which describes any measure which alters the horizontal
alignment of the carriageway over a short distance. Examples include: - build-outs, chicanes, miniroundabouts, narrowing and pinch points.
Humped Pelican crossing - A flat-top hump combined with a Pelican crossing. Humped Zebra crossing A
flat-top hump combined with a Zebra crossing.
Jiggle bars - A form of rumble device.
Junction platform - Another name for a raised junction.
Pelican crossing - A pedestrian crossing incorporating traffic lights operated by pedestrians.
Plateau, Raised Plateau or Platform - Another name for a flat-top hump.
Raised junction - A junction where flat-top humps are used to raise the whole junction area.
Ramp - The incline of a flat-top hump or speed cushion, or an abbreviated version of Ramped plateau.
Road hump - The term road hump covers vertical deflections which comply with the Highway (Road Humps)
Regulations 1999. These must be between 25 and 100 mm in height with a minimum length of 900 mm and
no vertical face greater than 6 mm.
Round-top road hump - The round-top hump with a profile formed from the segment of a circle was
originally designed by ‘Watts’ at TRL and was 3.7 metres long with a round profile length and a height of 100
mm. The latest regulations allow longer humps but 3.7 metres is still the recommended maximum.
Rumble area - A form of rumble device, which is constructed from a coarser aggregate than the rest of the
road to give a vibration effect. Rumble areas can be installed at decreasing spacing to give drivers the
illusion that their speed is increasing.
Rumble bars - Another name for rumble strips. Rumble device Rumble devices are designed to alert drivers
by giving a vibratory effect through the vehicle. They do not give much speed reduction and, with the
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exception of rumblewave surfacing, are not generally suitable in residential areas due to noise problems.
They are most suitable in rural areas on approaches to villages.
Rumble strip - A form of rumble device which are generally made of a thermoplastic material applied to the
road surface in strips. Rumble strips can be installed at decreasing spacing to give drivers the illusion that
their speed is increasing.
Rumblewave surfacing - A form of rumble device made of hot-rolled bitumen shape to form an optimised
sinusoidal profile with a maximum wave height of 6-7 mm. Rumblewave is designed to create noise and
vibration within a vehicle but not increase external noise levels (a problem with traditional rumble strips).
‘S’ hump - This hump profile was developed by Fife Council in Scotland as an alternative to the conventional
road hump and speed cushion for bus routes. The ‘S’ hump has the advantage over the speed cushion that it
can be used as a pedestrian crossing.
Sinusoidal profile road hump - A road hump which is similar to a round-top hump but the profile is
sinusoidal which means that it has a shallower initial rise.
Sleeping policemen - Another name for round-top humps.
Speed cushion - A hump which occupies only part of a traffic lane having a width which is less than the front
wheeltrack of a conventional bus but is greater than the wheeltrack of an average car. Can be used in
various layouts including single, double, triple, and double pairs to suit the road width and layout.
Speed hump - Another name for a road hump.
Speed table - Another name for a flat-top hump
Vertical deflection - A general term for any measure which alters the vertical alignment of the carriageway
over a short distance. Includes road humps and rumble strips.
Vertical element - Vertical features such as bollards, lighting columns, poles, signs, trees used to
emphasise a change in the character of the road. These are often included as part of a gateway feature.
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Landscape House, Premier Way,
Lowfields Business Park,
Elland HX5 9HT
Tel: 0333 000 20 50
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial

T: 01422 312000
F: 01422 312943
E: services.advisory@marshalls.co.uk

Reinforced Concrete Speed Cushions

Traffic Calming Concrete Speed
Cushion - Red

Date Created: 20/08/18

Traffic Calming - Speed
Check - Charcoal

With simple installation thanks to a one-piece design, Reinforced
Concrete Speed Cushions from Marshalls are an economical and hardwearing solution for reducing traffic speed in pedestrian areas and rail
zones. Marshalls offer two designs - Plateau and Domed. With a 205mm
height and 3 different widths – 1600, 1750 and 1900mm – the Plateau
version has is versatile enough to be deployed in a number of different
environments.Recommended for areas with bus traffic, the 200mm high
Domed cushion, with a set 1900mm width, offers a smoother crossing
experience for vehicles travelling at an appropriately low speed.
Installation of both types of design is simple and maintenance costs are
low, making this a cost-effective traffic calming measure. They’re both
compliant with the relevant Highway Regulations, Traffic Advisory
Leaflets and Local Transport Notes.

DESCRIPTION
Manufacturing Process

Wet cast moulded & vibrated concrete

Base Raw Material

Concrete

Governing Manufacturing
Standards

Statutory instrument 1999 No. 1025

Landscape House, Premier Way,
Lowfields Business Park,
Elland HX5 9HT
Tel: 0333 000 20 50
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial

Reinforced Concrete Speed Cushions
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

T: 01422 312000
F: 01422 312943
E: services.advisory@marshalls.co.uk

Date Created: 20/08/18

SUPPLY

Tolerances on Work
Dimensions (mm)

± 6mm to BS 8110

Material Density

2300 kg/m³ (typically)

Reinforcement

Reinforcing Mesh T12 @ 100mm c/c

Packaging

FURTHER INFORMATION
Cleaning & Maintenance

Cleaning & maintenance details are
available on request

Efflorescence

Any product containing cement during its
early life may exhibit a temporary white
discolouration known as efflorescence.
This is not a product fault and will
gradually disappear with exposure to
natural weathering and trafficking

Contact Us

For technical information on the design,
specification and construction when
utilising the product, contact the
Technical Advisory Services Department
on 0370 411 2233

SPECIFICATION
Emission of Asbestos

No content

Reaction to fire

Class A1, see commisson decision
2000/605/EC

All units are supplied individually shrink
wrapped
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1

Objective of this Technical Note

The objective of this Technical Note is to clarify in a written document the stages involved in undertaking the
planning and design of a project, with a new bus lane as an example. This Technical Note identifies two new
concepts:
● The role of a Project Manager, which does not currently exist in Georgia, who has the responsibility of
managing the identified project from inception through to implementation and is therefore partly
accountable for this.
● The requirement for Guidance Documents. These are separate documents that would give additional
detailed guidance on a particular topic. Although some legislation exists in Georgia, these Guidance
Documents do not yet exist and are required to be written for adoption.
This Technical Note assumes that any traffic modelling scenarios, turning counts and classified traffic counts
are available or can be requested from the relevant team.

2

Stages in the Design Process

2.1

Step 1 – Project Initiation Document (PID)

The PID is prepared by the project manager and approved by Head of the LEPL - Tbilisi Transport and
Urban Development Agency (TUDA) in writing, but also agreed and discussed with the City government
stakeholders. This document is a top-level planning document which brings together all the information
needed to get the project started and to communicate key information to stakeholders. It also acts as a
document part Terms of Reference and part Project Brief.
A template for a PID is shown in Appendix A.
The PID should include the following information:

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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● Project name, goal and objectives
● Named stakeholders
● Assignments/ Tasks/ Milestones
● Schedule/ Work Plan (chart estimating timeline of project)
● Risk analysis (main risks involved and mitigation)
● Budget estimates/secured funding
● Deliverables (including dates of completion)
● Defined roles and responsibilities of project participants
● Approval signature of the Head of TUDA
Deliverable: Step 1 is complete when the PID is signed off.

2.2

Step 2 – Project Design Document (PDD)

The PDD is prepared by the Head of the Transport Planning and Design Department (currently Nino
Bagashvili) and approved by the Head of TUDA in writing.
A template for a PDD is shown in Appendix B.
This document sets up the requirements or constraints of the scheme, such as deadlines, any removal or
additions of traffic (lanes), cycle lanes, parking, footpaths, green areas, any changes to infrastructure,
utilities, etc. and contains the following information:
● Project approach and priorities (states the level of infrastructural changes and bus lane, cycle lane,
pedestrians, parking, traffic lanes and their priority)
● Exclusions/ constraints/ assumptions
Deliverable: Step 2 is complete when the PDD is signed off.

2.3

Step 3 – GIS or Topographical mapping

This stage provides for checking for up-to-date mapping and, if unavailable, the commissioning of required
mapping.
Check if the existing GIS mapping layers are up-to-date and available – if not available, obtain GIS mapping.
Check if up to date topographical mapping is available – if not available, appropriate topographical mapping
will need to be commissioned from a private company (see Topographical Survey Guidance Document). This
takes time and is also governed by the available company contracts. Therefore, advance planning is
essential.
Action: Commissioning and Approval of GIS mapping/topographical survey by the Project Manager.

2.4

Step 4 – Divide scheme into sections

If the scheme design is large, the project could be divided into smaller, more manageable sections. For
example, the overall corridor could be split at key locations or junctions.
Action: The Project Manager to assess the overall project and recommend appropriate sections as
appropriate.
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Step 5 – Meeting with Key Stakeholders

A meeting with City Hall’s Infrastructure Department needs to be set up to establish if there are any other
infrastructure projects ongoing or future planned (approved) in the area that would affect the design of the
new scheme. Any changes that affect the design of the new scheme need to be recorded and agreed
between TUDA and the Infrastructure Department which should include the use of a Change Register. A
signed Meeting Note (see Meeting Note Guidance Document) is then produced and documented as part of
the planning process.
Similarly, a meeting between TUDA and the City Hall’s Environmental Protection Service (known informally
as Greening) needs to be held. A signed Meeting Note is then produced and documented as part of the
planning process.
Deliverables: Signed Meeting Notes – signature/date of all meeting participants plus signature of the TUDA
Project Manager and the Heads of Infrastructure Department and Environmental Protection Service.

2.6

Step 6 – Site Visits

Before drawing any designs, it is recommended that a preliminary site visit is held. The purpose of this visit is
to meet with key TUDA staff and any key stakeholders and to walk the route being assessed. One of the
team should be assigned to record the route photographically so designers have access to information in the
office. It would also be useful, in the absence of Google Street view in Tbilisi, to drive the route in each
direction with a video camera fixed to the vehicle set to time lapse photography.
It is important that the site visit identifies any constraints that would either be a hazard, or which would cause
a problem to the proposed project. These should be noted on the site meeting maps and photographed. If
there are particular issues regarding parking, side accesses or junctions then these need to be noted.
Before option development can begin any missing information or outstanding issues should be obtained from
visiting the area where the new scheme is designed (a Site Visit). The site visit should be attended by all the
design team, but not necessary at the same time.
The site visit should follow the Site Visit Notes Guidance Document.
Depending on the scope of the site visit, a site visit would provide information on the following:
● Any changes from the last mapping available
● Any temporary changes
● Level of traffic (congestion, free flowing, etc…) – should be day and time specific
● Level of pedestrian crossings (high demand/low demand) – should be day and time specific
● Safety issues (are there any conflicts) – should be day and time specific
● Visibilities (for traffic lanes or pedestrians) – could be time of day specific or where people gather
● Location of traffic lanes, crossings and any road features
● Measurements of traffic lanes, crossings and any road features
● Identifying or confirming constraints
Deliverable: Complete site visit notes, including maps and photographs of the project corridor.

2.7

Step 7 – Development of Sketches (non-CAD design)

At this stage, the designs create scale sketches of the proposed design including any options. It is usual that
these are done in pencil on a printed base taken from GIS mapping of road polygons. Sketches are drawn by
hand following all the design requirements set out in the PDD signed document (at step 2). Any requirements
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that cannot be accommodated need to be identified immediately to the Project Manager. Sketched designs
should show the following details:
● Background mapping to scale (usually 1:500 @A4 or A3)
● Road markings (details provided in the Road Markings Guidance Document)
● Any new signals
● Any new bollards (details provided in the Guidance Document on Bollards)
● Any new traffic islands (details of traffic islands design provided in the Guidance Document on Traffic
Islands)
● Any new infrastructure required
● Any new parking
● Any new green areas
● Any new speed cushions
Designers need to check the following elements within the sketch design:
● Continuity of traffic lanes, bus lanes, cycle lanes, pedestrian footpaths
● Consistency of line types
● Standard widths (not below minimum) for cycle lanes, traffic lanes, footpath, crossings, islands, etc…
● Bus stops locations (note where existing or new)
● Bus stops need to be marked on the pavement (shelter, flag, pole etc) as well as on the road (cage)
A meeting is usually held with the Head of TUDA or his delegated representative to decide which option
should be approved and if any changes need to be made before final approval.
Deliverables: The Project Manager should approve all sketches and sign them off. The Head of TUDA will
approve the preferred design and sign this off.

4
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Figure 2.1: Example of Sketch Drawing

2.8

Step 8 – Testing/Modelling and confirmation of Traffic Signals (or any other junctions)

The purpose of this step is to ensure that any junctions that already have or which may need new traffic
signals are properly considered with specialist staff. This should ensure that the needs of all traffic flows are
considered and that traffic signals are optimised and are linked to the 112 control centre. Software modelling
is recommended using a traffic signal modelling program such as LinSig which can model junctions within a
corridor (for a green wave).
Deliverable: Approval of traffic signals design and infrastructure needs.

2.9

Step 9 - CAD design

Following the approval of a preferred sketch design option (from Step 7) this will need to be drawn as a
detailed design in CAD using the newly acquired topographical mapping. The CAD drawings should follow
the Guidance Document on CAD Drawings.
The CAD drawings should contain the following information:
● Name of scheme, name of corridor, including the bus route number/name
● Name of option, short description of option (optional)
● The CAD design should be drawn in Model space and be displayed as drawings in Paper space using
frames to allow relevant text and notes
● Add information: draw name, checker name, approver name, date, scale @ printable paper size (e.g.
1:500@A3), project/drawing number and revision letter
● The design, including road markings for traffic and bus lanes, and any other elements required (i.e.
islands, bollards, green areas, etc...) Add a legend explaining the elements that are coloured or hatched
(if applicable)
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● Other details – signs (see Guidance Document on Traffic Signs), side street names, measurements of
traffic lanes and of other elements to aid construction
Figure 2.2: Example of CAD Design drawing

Deliverables: The Project Manager should approve the CAD drawings and the Head of TUDA should
approve and sign off the completed design.

2.10

Step 10 – Vehicle Tracking of a new design

Tracking of a design should confirm suitability of design, such as whether the lane widths and turnings are
appropriate for the type of vehicle using the lanes. The use of vehicle tracking for bus lanes first requires a
model of the correct type of bus to be created or obtained. This may need to have reference to
manufacturer’s drawings. If a bus lane is proposed to be used by buses of different lengths, for example
12m, 18m and 24m then either testing needs to be carried out for all types or a worst-case scenario would be
chosen.
Action: Production of CAD drawings that show the swept path analysis and information of the type of vehicle
used. These should identify any locations of concern for on-site checking.
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Figure 2.3: Example of a CAD Drawing showing Vehicle Tracking
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A. Project Initiation Document
Example of a PID.
1.

Project Goal

Implementation of Measures of Tbilisi Transport Policy announced in
2018 by the City Government: Shift to Sustainable Urban Mobility in
Tbilisi Urban Area

2.

Project Objectives

Quick measures for the Improvement in the Efficiency and Quality of
sidewalks, cycle lanes and bus lanes for TBTs

3.

Stakeholders

Tbilisi City Hall: Mayor, Vice Mayor, Head of TUDA, Deputy Heads of
TUDA, local Sakrebulo representatives.

3.

Project Scope

Design of the Bus Lane for the route ST-12: A. Politkovskaya –
Aviation Factory and the cycle lane alongside of the route.

4.

Risks

There are budget risks for duplicating the project cost with future
design work for the same route and the communication cost of the
passenger information, such as confusion, disorientation, dislike of
the project if future changes are significant and they are not
communicated on a regular basis.

5.

Budget

Low budget to develop design only with painted lines, no
infrastructural changes allowed, minimum interference in greening
areas is allowed.

6.

Timescale

3 weeks

7.

Approach

8.

Outcome

Identify quick wins and simplified implementation.
(1) Fast introduction of the TBT concept on the route
(2) Increased number of people using this bus route
(3) propaganda of bus lanes in urban population
(4) increased speed of the route to 20 km/h
(5) increased frequency of bus service to 6min?
(6) improves transport interchange locations
(7) improves accessibility to schools, jobs, hospital, etc.

9.

Implementation Team

Nino Bagashvili, Eliko Vardzelashvili, Levan Kavtaradze,
Levan Pantsulaia, levan Doborjginidze, Nino Shanidze
Needed interference from Mzevar Gogilava and Merab
Mamulashvili
Foreign Assistance: Mark Sellin, Nana Adeishvili
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B. Project Design Document
Note: Where no Guidance Document exists, planners should follow the German Directives for the Design of
Urban Roads RASt 06 Edition 2006 (Translated into English 2012) which covers the design and construction
of access roads and of main arterial roads in built-up areas. This document is in use by the TUDA.

PROJECT NAME: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
TIMESCALE: START DATE …………………………………. END DATE: ………………………………………
PROJECT MANAGER: ……………………………………………………………………………………………….
HEAD OF TRANSPORT PLANNING DEPARTMENT: ……………………………………………………………
No.

Item

Requirements
(Exclusions/constraints/assumptions)

Detail Design
Specification

1

Design Stages

1. GIS or Topographical Map
2. Option Sketches
3. Pre-CAD - Final Option sign off
4. CAD drawing(s) of final option (or all
options)

1 – show highways
boundary and any
other adopted land
allocated for transport

Parking should be minimized.

Guidance Document
on Parking

(remove design stages
as appropriate)

2

Parking

(add street zones where parking shall be
removed or added)
3

Cycle Lanes

Cycle lanes should be implemented
continuously at any location within the existing
highways space.
(add street zones where cycle lanes shall be
removed or added)

SUMP map on cycling
Guidance Document
on Cycle Lanes

(add street zones where combined cycle lanes
is preferred)
4

Bus Lanes

Bus lanes shall be implemented at all times
where road space is available, and where the
number of traffic lanes can be reduced.

Guidance Document
on Bus Lanes

(add street zones where bus lanes shall be
added)
5

Bus Stops

Bus Stops shall be located at regular intervals
(approximately 400m to 600m intervals). Bus
stop platforms shall be minimum of 40m in
length on strategic bus routes. Otherwise the

Guidance Document
on Bus Stops
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bus platforms should be at least 10 metres and
25 metres on busier sections.
(add street zones where bus stops shall be
added, removed or relocated)
6

Traffic lanes

The introduction of bus lanes can reduce the
number the traffic lanes or the width of the
remaining road (narrow roads, minimum width
shall be maintained).

Guidance Document
on Traffic Lanes
(including guidance
on Narrow Lanes)

Any stop of traffic or diversion shall be agreed in
advance.
(add street zones where traffic lanes shall be
reduced or added)
(add street zones where traffic could be
stopped)
(add street zones where traffic could be
diverted)
7

Speeds

Most main roads in Tbilisi could operate at a
maximum speed of 50 km/h with local residential
streets having a lower speed limit.

N/A

(add street zones where reduction in speed is
required and specify new speeds)
8

Traffic calming (speed
cushions)

Speed cushions are to be implemented to
reduce car speeds whilst maintaining good
facilities for buses

Guidance Document
on Speed Cushion

(add street zones where speed cushions shall
be added)
9

Footpath

Footpath shall be provided at all locations where
road width and road pavement widths allow(s).
No existing footpath shall be removed.

Guidance Document
on Footpaths

(add street zones where footpath shall be
added)
10

Pedestrian Crossing

Pedestrian crossings shall be provided at
junctions and in between junctions at regular
intervals.
(add street zones where pedestrian crossing
shall be added, removed or relocated)

Guidance Document
on Pedestrian
Crossings
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Green areas

12

Maximize the green areas when designing.
Allow pedestrian to use green areas if widths
allow to provide footpaths.
Cutting of existing trees is not permitted.
(add street zones where green areas shall be
added or enlarged)

12

Highways constrains

The design shall be kept within the existing
infrastructure unless otherwise specified.

Meeting with the
Environmental
Protection Team is
required. Outcomes
and any decisions
shall be recorded in
the Meeting Notes.
N/A

(add streets zones where existing infrastructure
shall be changed)
13

Infrastructure that
needs to be retained
(cannot be removed or
relocated)

(specify what infrastructure, such as statues,
fountains, etc… need to be retained, also
consider utilities)

N/A

14

Additional infrastructure
changes (that are not
part of the project)

Take account of any infrastructure changes that
are planned and are located in close proximity
and which may affect the design

A meeting with the
Infrastructure
Department is
required. Outcomes
and any decisions
shall be recorded in
the Meeting Notes.

(add street zones where infrastructure changes
are known)
15

Project Specific Issues
(any other constrains)

Any other elements that need to be considered
in design (i.e. Bus Depot, Bus terminal facilities,
etc…)

Record Specific
issues

(add project specific issues)

Signature of the Head of TUDA …………………………………………………………………………
Date ………………………………
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1

Objective of this Technical Note

Mott MacDonald was requested by the Tbilisi Transport Agency for advice regarding stopping locations for
the tourist buses that operate tours for visitors in Tbilisi. Three companies have submitted lists of proposed
bus stops for approval by the Transport Agency. This note reviews these locations and provide comments on
them based on other proposals being developed by the Transport Agency at the same time. Mott MacDonald
is engaged by CDIA in a capacity building technical assistance, supporting the Transport Agency of Tbilisi
City Hall in various public transport matters.

2

Review of Proposed Bus stop Locations

The bus stops for tourist buses need to consider the following:
● Tourist buses won’t be permitted to use or to stop on designated bus lanes;
● All tourist bus stops need to be safe, with good access to pedestrian areas
● All tourist bus stops must be used only for pick up/drop off and consequently buses should not dwell
longer than necessary and certainly no more than 5 minutes.
● A central location needs to be designated for tourist buses to stop longer than 5 minutes.
In the review of the tourist bus locations the proposed strategic bus network has been taken into
considerations, as well as the closure of Kote Afkhadze Street for general traffic, including tourist buses.
The bus stop locations have been proposed by the following three private companies and the Transport
Agency is required to either approve these locations or to develop alternatives:
● Hop On, Hop Off
● City Sightseeing
● Wingo Tours
In the past private tourist bus companies have been unregulated and did not require a licence to operate and
they pay no fee to City Hall to operate their service. It is suggested that moving forward they are required to
apply for an annual licence and are charged a fee based on their proposed annual kilometres. The proposed
Public Service Contract has such a document that could be used in Schedule M.

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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Following a review and discussion of the proposed sites and visits to some of them, table 1 summarises the
results of the review.
Table 2.1: Summary of proposed tourist bus stops
Requested Bus
stops

Names of the
Companies
requesting

Agreed
or Not

Suggested Alternative

Rustaveli 52,

Hop-on, Hop-Off

No

Designate 20 m area as an alternative on Republic Square; however
there are plans for this street to be closed.

Liberty Square

Hop-on, Hop-Off
City Sightseeing

No

Designate new locations at Tabukashvili Street/Orbeliani Garden and
Tabukashvili Street/April 9th Park

Baratashvili Street,
Konka

Hop-on, Hop-Off
City Sightseeing

Yes

Use the designated Taxi Stand on the south side

Europe Square

Hop-on, Hop-Off

Yes

Existing stop at Metekhi Wall.

Yes

Change use on the west side near Entre Café from parking to bus
stop

Academy of Science

City Sightseeing
Marjanishvili square

Hop-on, Hop-Off
City Sightseeing

Sameba Cathedral

Hop-on, Hop-Off

Yes

Two locations are available – next to the Pilgrim Café replacing the
existing Taxi stand or using the space around the tree as a turning
circle if height is available. There may be bus parking around the back
near the Armenian cemetery – see below.

Baratashvili str N2

Wingo Tours

No

Designate new locations at Tabukashvili Street/Orbeliani Garden and
Tabukashvili Street/April 9th Park

Aghmashenebeli Ave
#60

Wingo Tours

Yes

Designate the 3 parking spaces near Silk Road Group Bank on
Saarbrucken Square, only pickup and drop off.

Kote Abkhazi 51

Wingo Tours

No

No alternatives – this street will only be available to TTC buses

City Sightseeing
Opera House

City Sightseeing

Yes

New location on Laghidze street – 5-6 parking spaces

Republic Square

City Sightseeing

Yes

Area to be found

Dry Bridge

City Sightseeing

Yes

Designate 20 m on the west side

Peace Bridge

City Sightseeing

Yes

Designate 20 on the north side of the Bridge

Sulphur Baths

City Sightseeing

No

No alternative – use Europe Square

Balneological Resort

City Sightseeing

No

Designate area on the embankment, the lower level, west-bound, 300
Aragveli memorial, pedestrian crossings available

Metekhi Wall

City Sightseeing

Yes

Existing stop

It should be noted that all bus stops must be used only for pick up/drop off and consequently buses should
not dwell longer than necessary and certainly no more than 5 minutes.
A central location for long-term parking has been located near to Baratashvili Bridge as shown in Figure 2.1.
The following options are available at the Cathedral – either near the Pilgrim Café (Figure 2.2) or around the
tree (Figure 2.3). Both would require replacement of car parking. There would also need to be better
provision for TTC bus stops in this area as one is currently missing.
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Figure 2.1: Long Term Parking Location

Source: Google

Figure 2.2: Near Pilgrim Cafe

Source: Mott MacDonald

Figure 2.3: Around the Tree
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1

Introduction and Objective

In the past both bus routes 10 and 34 were operated by Bogdan A092 buses. These have recently been
replaced by new Anadolu Isuzu Novo Citi Life 8 metre buses. The routes serve many villages and the traffic
on them can be quite heavy. This has led to enquiries from Transport Agency staff as to whether larger
buses could be used on these routes – these would be either 10.5 or 12 metre long buses. The available
buses are:
● MAN A47 10.5 metre bus
● MAN A21 12 metre bus
● BMC ProCity 12 metre bus
Both routes are characterised by rural roads with tight bends and consequently it was decided by the CDIA
consultants to construct models of the three bus models that could be operated and to test them in CAD
using Vehicle Tracking. The objective of this Technical Note is to demonstrate the methodology used and to
report on the results and recommendations of these analyses.

2

Bus Route 10 to Kojori

2.1

Current Situation

The bus corridor to Kojori supports five bus routes that serve the villages to the south west of Tbilisi:
Route

Villages Served

Weekday Frequency

4

Tbilisi – Shindisi – Tsavkisi

1-2

10

Tbilisi – Shindisi – Tabakhmela - Kojori

1-2

103

Tbilisi – Shindisi - Tabakhmela

1-2

106

Tbilisi – Shindisi – Tabakhmela – Kojori - Kiketi

1-2

112

Tbilisi - Shindisi

1-2

The corridor between Tbilisi and Shindisi is therefore served by between 5-10 buses per hour depending on
the time of day. The bus type currently used is an Anadolu Isuzu NovoCiti Life with a maximum possible
(manufacturer’s) capacity of 60 passengers.

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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In addition, the first part of the road between Liberty Square and Maro Makashvili Rise also sees bus routes
90 and 124 that serve Okrokana and Mtatsminda at a frequency of between 6 to 9 buses per hour. These
two routes also use the NovoCiti Life bus.
This Technical Note has only tested the main corridor route from Tbilisi to Kojori through Shindisi as
proposed by the Systra study. It has not tested larger buses on the branches of this routes to Tsavkisi,
Tabakhmela, Village Shindisi and Kiketi. It is suggested that bus services to these locations are operated as
feeder services to the main route at a high frequency.
All of the existing bus routes operate through the old city at Sololaki as shown in the map below.
Figure 2.1: Map of Bus Routes in 2020 in Sololaki

2.2

Testing of Bus Models

The testing of the bus routes was undertaken in three adjacent sections:
● Liberty Square to Amaghleba St/Bolo Rise Bend, Sololaki
● Amaghleba St to Okrokana where routes 90/124 leave the corridor
● Okrokana to Kojori
The CDIA consultants tested the MAN A47 10.5 metre bus along the entire route to Kojori and also included
alternative options within the city centre based on the assumption that longer buses may encounter
difficulties in navigating the junctions on Giorgi Leonidze Street, Geronti Kikodze Street, Mikheil Lermontovi
Street, Paolo Lashvili Street and Amaghleba Street.
The route 10 was tested using both the MAN A21 and the MAN A47 buses, both of which showed some
difficulties along the route as shown in the following summary table of findings:
The CAD results for each type of bus are shown in Appendix C.

2
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Summary of findings
Bus Type

Conflicts on
straight roads?

Conflicts on
bends?

Conflicts with
passing buses?

Conflicts turning
round at Kojori?

MAN 12 Metre A21

Yes - 4

Yes - 13

Yes

No

MAN 10.5 Metre A47

No

Yes - 5

Probable

No

2.3

Recommendation

It is recommended that the Transport Agency with the TTC undergo further testing of the MAN A47 along this
route so that any further unforeseen conflicts are identified and resolved. This route is unsuitable for the
operating of any 12 metre bus.
Given the low frequencies on this route and that there are still operational questions remaining regarding a
10.5 metre bus it may be better to purchase some 9.0 or 9.5 metre buses for this and other routes which
could comprise one of the following available models:
● MAN do not off a suitable model
● Anadolu Isuzu offer a 9.5 metre Citibus (Diesel)
● BMC offer a 9.0 metre Neocity (CNG)
● Optare offer a 9.0-9.9 metre Solo (Diesel)
● Wright Bus offer a 9.5 metre Streetlite (Diesel)
Some of these products are available as full electric buses.

3
3.1

Bus Route 34 to Tskneti
Current Situation

This bus route operates from the Central Station to Vake Park, Vake Cemetery, Bagebi to Upper Tskneti.
The existing route has a branch in Tskneti along Afkhazi Street to Guramishvili Street # 31. This branch is
not modelled in this analysis because the Transport Agency decided that this will not form part of the future
bus route. The bus route is currently operated by Anadolu Isuzu Novo Citi Life 8 metre buses and currently
operates between 4 and 7 buses per hour.

3.2

Testing of Bus Models

This analysis has tested the section of route between Vake Cemetery and Upper Tskneti. The vehicle
tracking has been used at all sections of the route which have the potential to be problematic – namely
bends, narrow sections of road and terminal points. Vehicle tracking has not been used on straight sections
of road where no problems may be expected. The vehicle tracking analysis has examined whether two
similar vehicles can pass each other at key sections of the road – this can also be a proxy for passing other
large vehicles.
The first bus model tested was the 12 metre BMC ProCity bus. The vehicle tracking identified three locations
in Tskneti where this vehicle proved unsuitable. This bus type was able to turn around at Upper Tskneti. The
second bus type tested was the MAN A21 12 metre bus. This has slightly different characteristics from the
BMC bus and it was found that this type could operate to Upper Tskneti and turn round without conflict. The
third type of bus tested was the MAN 47 10.5 metre bus. This bus was able to operate the whole route and
turn around without problems.
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Summary of findings
Bus Type

Conflicts on
straight roads?

Conflicts on
bends?

Conflicts with
passing buses?

Conflicts turning
round at Upper
Tskneti?

BMC 12 metre

No

Yes – 3

Yes – 3

No

MAN 12 Metre A21

No

No

No

No

Man10.5 metre A47

No

No

No

No

3.3

Recommendation

It is recommended that the Transport Agency with the TTC undergo testing of MAN A21 and A47 buses over
route 34 so that any further unforeseen conflicts are identified and resolved. The BMC bus type should not
be used on this route.
With the existing bus network, route 34 operates from the central railway station to Upper Tskneti via Vake
and Bagebi. The existing route 9 operates from the central railway station to Bagebi via Vake along the same
route using MAN A21 12 metre buses. It is recommended that route 9 is extended to Upper Tskneti replacing
route 34 and is converted to MAN A47 10.5 metre buses. Given the existing running time each way of 60
minutes and a suggested frequency of 10 minutes, this will need 13 buses plus spares. Increasing bus
priority lanes along the route may enable one bus to be saved. Infrastructure works at two bus stops near
Bagebi student accommodation would be required to operate this option.
In the proposed future route network City Bus route 713 operates from Tskneti to Vake Park then to Delisi
metro where it terminates. This route can also be operated from its current terminal at Upper Tskneti and can
be operated by MAN A47 10.5 metre buses.

Mott MacDonald
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7
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A. Vehicle Technical Specifications MAN
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B. Vehicle Technical Specifications BMC

7

CITY BUS SERIES
PROCITY CNG (12 M LOW FLOOR)

G

A

F

H

L

K

M

E

D

CITY BUS SERIES
PROCITY CNG (12 M LOW FLOOR)

Brand / Model
Type
Number of Cylinders
Total - Displacement
Maximum Power
Maximum Torque
Cylinder Diameter X Stroke

FUEL SYSTEM

Fuelling Nozzle
Cng Tank

TRANSMISSION

Brand / Model
Number of Gears

B

Cummins ISL8,9 Euro VI
Turbocharged Intercooler, CNG
6
8,9
239 kW (320HP)@ 2000 rpm
1220 Nm @ 1300 rpm
114 / 145
Right Side, NGV 2
1400 lt
ZF 6AP 1400b Ecolife Automatic
6 Forward, 1 Reverse

STEERING SYSTEM
Brand / Model
Type

BRAKE SYSTEM

Brake System Type
Retarder Type

SUSPENSION
Front Axle
Rear Axle
Kneeling
Anti-roll Bar

VEHICLE BODY
Profile Type

TYRES / RIMS
Size / Number
Rim Size

ZF (Rigid)
8500 kg
ZF (Portal)
6.20:1
13.000 kg
Hema Hd098
Hydraulic
Air Controlled Disc (Front and Rear)
EBS (ABS+ASR)
Intarder, Activated via Hand Lever
and/or Brake Pedal
Air Bellows (2), Hydraulic Absorbers (2)
Air Bellows (4), Hydraulic Absorbers (4)
Side Kneeling (ECAS)
Rear Axle
Integral Design, Monocoque Chasis and Body,
Low-floor
275 / 70 R22,5
8,25 X 22,5

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Voltage
Batteries

24 V Negative Chassis
2x12V / 480Ah (2 x 240Ah)

J
C

DIMENSIONS (mm)

A : Wheelbase
B : Vehicle Length
C : Overall Width
D : Maximum Height
E : Inner Height
F : Front Overhang
G : Rear Overhang
H : Front Track Width
J : Rear Track Width
K : Enterance Height
L : Inner Width

CAPACITY/AXLE LOADS

AXLES

Front Axle
Brand / Model
Load Capacity
Rear Axle
Diff. Brand / Model
Gear Ratio
Load Capacity

N

ENGINE

Passenger Capacity (Max.)
Seating Capacity (Max.)

5850
11970
2550
3450
2370
2840
3280
2096
1832
340
2410
30 Seating + 60 Standing, 90 Total
34 Seating (incl. 4 Tip-up Seats)

STANDARD FEATURES

A/C 41 kW
Manuel Foldable Disabled Ramp
Automatic Fire Detection System
Electrically Controlled Heated Side Mirrors
LED Interior Lighting
Driver Cabin
Adjustable Steering Entegrated With Cluster (DWP)
Digital Clock
LED Destination Panel

OPTIONAL FEATURES

A/C with Roof Heating Function
Engine Room Automatic Fire Extinguishing System
Automatic Greasing System
LCD Monitor
USB Charger
Camera Surveillance System With Recording
Passenger Counting System
Announcement System
A/C Driver (Defroster)
Preheater
Electric Fan for Ventilation
Fuelling Nozzle on Both Side (NGV2)
Type 4 Fuel Tank
Fuel Tank Capacity: 1584 or 1632 lt
Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
ESC (ESP)
Independent Front Axle
Tachograph (DTCO)
Rear View Camera and Display Screen
Double Glazed Side Glasses
2 x Double Doors Configuration (2-2-0)

All visuals, dimensions, characteristics and equipments are for information purposes only and they are not contractual. BMC reserves the right to modify them without prior warning. (April 2019)
BMC Otomotiv Sanayi Ve Ticaret A.Ş.
Headquarters Oruç Reis Mah. Tem Otoyolu Atış Alanı Mevkii Tekstilkent Caddesi No: 12 Koza Plaza a Blok 4. Kat 34235 Esenler / İstanbul / Türkiye T. +(90 212) 438 04 30 F. +(90 212) 438 04 35
Factory Kemalpaşa Caddesi No: 288 Pınarbaşı 35060 Bornova / İzmir / Türkiye T. +(90 232) 477 18 00 F. +(90 232) 477 18 77 (78-79)
Regional Directorate Beştepe Mahallesi Dumlupınar Bulvarı No: 34 A Blok (Armada İş Merkezi) 6/1 Kat: 20 Yenimahalle / Ankara / Türkiye T. +(90 312) 285 91 25-26-27 F. +(90 312) 285 91 28
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C. Vehicle Tracking Route 10
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C.1

MAN A47 10.5 metre bus

9

Route 10 - screen 1 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

t
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e1

Route 10 - screen 2 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 3 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 4 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 5 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 6 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 7 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 8 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 9 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 10 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 11 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 12 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 13 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 14 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 15 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 16 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

Route 10 - screen 17 /Tracking of 10.5m MAN A47 BUS

end
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C.2

MAN A21 12 metre bus
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Route 10 - screen 1 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS
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Route 10 - screen 2 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

1

2

Route 10 - screen 3 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

Route 10 - screen 4 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

Route 10 - screen 5 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

3

4

Route 10 - screen 6 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

Route 10 - screen 7 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

5

6

Route 10 - screen 8 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

8

7

Route 10 - screen 9 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

Route 10 - screen 10 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

Route 10 - screen 11 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

Route 10 - screen 12 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

Route 10 - screen 13 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

9

Route 10 - screen 14 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

10

11

Route 10 - screen 15 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS
12

14

15

15

13

Route 10 - screen 16 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

16

Route 10 - screen 17 /Tracking of 12m MAN A21 BUS

end
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D. Vehicle Tracking Route 34
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D.1

BMC ProCity 12 metre bus
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Route 34 - screen 1 /Tracking of 12m Procity CNG BUS
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Route 34 - screen 2 /Tracking of 12m Procity CNG BUS

Route 34 - screen 3 /Tracking of 12m Procity CNG BUS

Route 34 - screen 4 /Tracking of 12m Procity CNG BUS

Route 34 - screen 5 /Tracking of 12m Procity CNG BUS

Route 34 - screen 6 /Tracking of 12m Procity CNG BUS

Route 34 - screen 7 /Tracking of 12m Procity CNG BUS

Route 34 - screen 8 /Tracking of 12m Procity CNG BUS

Route 34 - screen 9 /Tracking of 12m Procity CNG BUS

Route 34 - screen 10 /Tracking of 12m Procity CNG BUS

Route 34 - screen 11 /Tracking of 12m Procity CNG BUS

Route 34 - screen 12 /Tracking of 12m Procity CNG BUS
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D.2

MAN A21 12 metre bus

13

Route 34 - screen 13 /Tracking of 12m City MAN A21
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D.3

MAN A47 10.5 metre bus

14

Route 34 - screen 14 /Tracking of 10.5m City MAN A47
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1

Introduction and Objective

The existing bus route 88 operates from Vake to Delisi and then follows a route through the estates at
Nutsubidze Plato with buses running in both directions along the route, as shown in Figure 1.1 below. The
route is currently served by MAN 12 metre buses.
Figure 1.1: The Existing Bus Route 88 in Nutsubidze Plato

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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In the future bus network as proposed by Systra, this suburb would have been served by the following
routes:
● ST14 – which follows the existing 88 bus route from Baratashvili Street to Delisi metro station
● SC709 – which links Delisi metro station to Nutsubidze Plato following nearly the same routing as the
existing bus route 88.
This would have meant that passengers using the new SC709 and wishing to travel south of Delisi would be
required to change buses.
The objective of this task was to establish whether articulated buses, which are planned to be used on route
ST14, are able to be used on the whole of the existing bus route 88 to Nutsubidze Plato thereby allowing a
though bus route and no change at Delisi. If this were possible the resulting bus route would offer a better
quality of service to residents.

2

Testing in CAD

Mott MacDonald used the existing mapping of the area which ahs been supplied by the Transport Agency for
this work. The following scenarios were tested:
A. The use of a 12 metre MAN bus from Shalva Nutsubidze Street to Nutsubidze Plato following the same 2
way route as existing bus route 88
B. The use of an 18.75 metre Otokar bus from Shalva Nutsubidze Street to Nutsubidze Plato following the
same 2 way route as existing bus route 88
C. The use of a 12 metre MAN bus from Shalva Nutsubidze Street to Nutsubidze Plato following a one loop
from/to the junction of Avto Varazi Street and Besarion Jgenti Street.
D. The use of an 18.75 metre Otokar bus from Shalva Nutsubidze Street to Nutsubidze Plato following a one
loop from/to the junction of Avto Varazi Street and Besarion Jgenti Street.
In addition, the turn from the west of Shalva Nutsubidze Street into Besarion Jgenti Street was tested for
both vehicle types in case of any revision to the route, for example via State University metro station.
The results of these tests are shown in the appendices to this Technical Note.

3

Key Results and Recommendations

Following testing in CAD using vehicle tracking the following should be noted:
● For both of the 12 metre MAN tests, one location in sheet 1 shown as point L1 needs to be checked to
determine the true width of the road – the rest of the route shows no problem areas;
● For both of the 18 metre bus tests, apart from the width query at point L1 the route options show no
problems;
● For all bus options, the junction of Shalva Nutsubidze Street and Besarion Jgenti Street needs to have
some redesign including set back stop lines to allow the safe turning of buses;
● For buses turning from the western part of Shalva Nutsubidze Street into Besarion Jgenti Street this
appears possible but with suitable redesign of the junction including set back stop lines.
Following the testing of these buses on this route in CAD it is recommended that the Transport Agency
operate bus route ST14 to Nutsubidze Plato and therefore route SC709 is not required. It should be noted
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that the testing in CAD assumes that parking is not permitted along the bus route and that testing with the
actual bus model purchased should be made.
Consideration should be made whether existing bus route 99, which operates between Delisi and
Nutsubidze Plato duplicating most of bus route 88 but extends to the end of Nutsubidze Plato 5 mkr to
terminate, can be withdrawn and replaced by the new strategic route. The extra spur of this route to bus stop
#2945 (about 510 metres) could instead be served by the more direct bus routes 63 and 107.
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Appendices
A.
B.
C.
D.

Results for the MAN 12 metre Bus 2 Way Route
Results for the Otokar 18 metre Bus 2 Way Route
Results for the MAN 12 metre Bus 1 Way Loop
Results for the Otokar 18 metre Bus 1 Way Loop

5
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8
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A. Results for the MAN 12 metre Bus 2 Way Route
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B. Results for the Otokar 18 metre Bus 2 Way Route
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C. Results for the MAN 12 metre Bus 1 Way Loop
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D. Results for the Otokar 18 metre Bus 1 Way Loop
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1

Introduction and Objective

TTC bus route 44 currently operates from Tbilisi to Upper Ponitchala via Ortachala and terminates within the
district of Upper Ponitchala using narrow roads in two directions as shown below. The district of Upper
Ponitchala was constructed in the 1980s to a Soviet multi-storey residential design but without a strategic
road network for larger vehicles. Consequently, bus routes that operate to this suburb use 8 metre midi
buses without the required capacity to meet the demand.
The objective of this task was to assist the Transport Agency to establish whether 12 metre MAN buses
could be used on route 44 to increase capacity on the route. This involved two site visits and testing in CAD
using vehicle tracking.
Figure 1.1: Existing Bus 44 in Upper Ponitchala

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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2

Site Visits

Two site visits were undertaken as follows to view at first hand the issues in Upper Ponitchala.

2.1

Site Visit on 2 October 2020

This site visit was undertaken by car on 2 October 2020 and included Mark Sellin and Nana Adeishvili from
the CDIA consultant team as well as representatives from the Transport Agency. The purpose was to
undertake a preliminary visit and to discuss possible options for introducing larger buses.

2.2

Site Visit on 6 October 2020

Following the earlier site visit a follow up site visit was undertaken on 6 October 2020 and incorporated
testing a MAN 12 metre bus along the proposed route. This enabled identified problem areas to be examined
using the bus. It also showed that apart from one area, the use of a larger bus was possible.

2.3

Issues identified from the Site Visits

There were only two key issues identified from the second site visit, a major pothole and a garage that
caused a hazard at a tight turn. These are illustrated below.
Figure 2.1: Key Issues – Garage and Pothole

Key actions are to fill in the pothole immediately and investigate the removal of the garage. The garage is
constructed on a land plot that is not registered with the NAPR Land Registry. This may mean that it is
municipal land. Adjacent land is also part of the same unregistered land so it may be possible to relocate the
garage sideways to remove the hazard on the corner.
In the plan below, the garage is shown in blue and the plots that are registered with NAPR are shown in
purple and salmon. The remaining land around the garage including the garage is unregistered.
Further photos from the site visits are shown in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.2: Land ownership Map

Other key considerations that the Transport Agency needs to consider are:
● Parking – parking should be banned on streets followed by the proposed bus route because the roads are
narrow and parking further impedes the flow of traffic. There are parking locations on side streets in the
estate.
● Waste Bins – all waste bins along the bus route should be relocated on side streets or by the use of a
layby built of this purpose. The waste bins currently cause a hazard to traffic as the roads are narrow.
● Corners – where buses navigate around corners that are especially acute, mirrors should be provided so
that traffic in the opposite direction can see when buses are oncoming.
● Lines and Signs – the roads used by the proposed bus route should be properly white lined with side (fog)
lines, a centre line and give way lines as appropriate. In addition, signs showing no parking and urban
clearway should be erected so that the police can properly enforce the regulations.
● Bus stops – bus stops should be upgraded on the side of the road followed by the proposed route and
they should all be equipped with real time screens and new shelters.

3

Proposed Revisions to Routing in Upper Ponitchala

The CDIA consultants have proposed a revised routing for buses in Upper Ponichala based on an
understanding of traffic in the area. Although the existing bus routes operate two ways through the local
streets, it would be impractical to do this using larger buses. Mott MacDonald have proposed a one way
clockwise loop through the estate and the inclusion of road safety measures on the main Marneuli Highway
(the use of three narrower lanes, the introduction of bus lanes and the use of a lower maximum speed). The
existing road permits buses arriving from Tbilisi to make a turn at the end of the median reservation although
the Transport Agency are proposing to make a cut through for buses only in the median. The full proposal is
shown in Appendix B.
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4

Proposed Revisions to Bus Route 14

The CDIA consultants understand that the Transport Agency wish to introduce 12 metre buses on route 44 to
Ponitchala. All 12 metre buses are fuelled by CNG and the only depot that is capable of refuelling CNG
buses is located in Didi Digomi in the north of the city. In addition, it is known, from information provided by
the Transport Agency, that residents of Didi Digomi are seeking a direct connection to the Ortachala district
in the south of the city.
Existing bus route 14 links Didi Digomi with central Tbilisi at Baratashvili Street and currently is allocated 12
metre MAN buses. This route terminates within a few metres from depot #2 which is capable of refuelling
buses with CNG and operates a busy route via City Hall, Saburtalo and Rustaveli Avenue.
Existing bus route 44 operates from central Tbilisi at Baratashvili Street and passes though Gorgasali Street
and the Ortachala district before reaching Upper Ponitchala.
The CDIA consultants suggest that routes 14 and 44 are merged and made into a strategic bus route in the
new network. This new route, numbered 14, would be operated by MAN 12 metre buses and operate at least
every 10 minutes during the daytimes seven days a week. It is suggested that between Baratashvili Street
and Gorgasali Street the route is routed via Noe Jordania Bank, Europe Square and Metekhi bridge. This will
provide good links to the leisure and tourist area around Rike Park and maintain access to the shops and
markets around Baratashvili Street.
Maps of this proposed route are shown in Appendix C.

5

Results and Recommendations

The key result of this task is to reaffirm that 12 metre buses can be used on route 44 provided that certain
traffic management issues are mitigated. In addition, it is recommended that routes 14 and 44 are joined to
become a new strategic route.
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Appendices
A.
B.
C.

Photos of Site Visits
CAD Drawings of Proposed Routings
Proposed Revised Route 14
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A. Photos of Site Visits
Figure A.1: Existing 8 metre bus on one of the acute corners

Figure A.2: Bus stop blocked by taxis and cars
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Figure A.3: Testing the 12 metre bus around the most acute corner by the garage

Figure A.4: Testing bus showing restricted road width
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Figure A.5: Marneuli Highway with median reservation
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B. CAD Drawings of Proposed Routings
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C. Proposed Revised Route 14
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1

Introduction and Objective

Bus route 2 currently operates from Baratashvili Street to Isani (for the metro and the markets), Moscow
Avenue, Africa and Kiziki Street and uses Bogdan A1445 10 metre buses. This route is shown on the
following map where the key points are identified.
Figure A.1: Overview Map of Bus Route 2

Kiziki
Street

Africa

Moscow
Avenue

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the above-captioned project only.
It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose.
We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other
purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
This document contains confidential information and proprietary intellectual property. It should not be shown to other parties without
consent from us and from the party which commissioned it.
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There are two objectives of this task:
1. To understand whether the existing life expired buses can be replaced by new 12 metre buses along the
route and whether these larger buses can turn around at termini.
2. The proposed new strategic bus route 14 is proposed to operate from Delisi through Baratashvili Street to
Moscow Avenue and the Gardabani Highway. This route will be operated by 18 metre articulated buses
and the second objective is to understand whether these longer buses can operate and turn around
further east on the route than the terminus at Moscow Avenue. There is a large community at Africa and
the Transport Agency would like to extend a strategic route at least as far as this estate.

2

Site Visit

A site visit was held on Friday 2 October 2020 when Mark Sellin and Nana Adeishvili accompanied staff from
the Transport Agency (Merab Mamulashvili and Irakli Zhozhuashvili) to the existing bus terminal at Kiziki
Street and an alternative terminal in Africa at Besarion Chichinadze Street/ Navtlugi VII Lane. The purpose of
the site visit was to establish whether any obstacles prevented buses using these points as a terminal,
especially when using larger buses.
Photos taken on the site visit are shown in Appendix A.

3

Options Drawn in CAD

Three different option were tested in CAD using vehicle tracking software. Each of these options was tested
using both the MAN 12 metre bus and the Otokar 18.75 metre bus. All options have made use of the
cadastral mapping from City Hall and have assumed that any land not forming a registered land plot is
available for use. The options test were:
● Kiziki Street – to test whether larger buses could turn at the existing bus route terminus. A layby has been
proposed for arriving buses to wait before they turn to call at the departing bus stop. The results are
shown in Appendix B.
● Africa Option 1 - this tested whether buses on route 2 could turn at Africa in the road by the shop. It is
proposed that the existing bus stop island would be used by feeder buses transferring passengers at a
purpose built interchange to route 2 buses. It is proposed that a new island platform nearer the shop is
built for the route 2 terminal. In addition, bus lane have been proposed for Chichinadze Street to assist
traffic flow. The results are shown in Appendix C.
● Africa Option 2 – this option assumes buses use an existing road to turn around behind nearby housing
so that the conflicts with traffic on Chichinadze Street are reduced. The bus lanes are retained but route 2
now uses the existing bus stop island (widened to 2 metres) and terminating feeder buses make use of
the new bus stop island. The results are shown in Appendix D.

4

Proposed Bus Route Revisions

It is proposed that strategic bus ST14 is extended from Moscow Avenue (and does not serve Gardabani
Highway) as far as Africa to the tested terminal on Chichinadze Street. This would give the residents of
Africa a strategic bus route to Tbilisi with larger buses giving more capacity. It is further proposed that this
route commences operation in October with ST12 using 12 metre buses and extended to Delisi and
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Nutsubidze Plato thereby replacing existing routes 2 and 88 and this new route is re-numbered 8. It is
understood that the Transport Agency do not wish to raise expectations by keeping the eastern terminal of
this route at Kiziki Street when the articulated buses may not operate to this point. The demand between
Chichinadze Street and Kiziki Street is not large and a feeder route could easily carry this traffic thereby
allowing the 12/18 metre vehicles to be used more efficiently between Africa and Tbilisi.

5

Results and Recommendations

Following the site visit and testing of options in CAD this confirmed that both 12 metre and 18 metre buses
can turn satisfactorily at Kiziki Street and Africa, Options 1 and 2. It is recommended that the existing bus
route 2 is converted to 12 metre bus immediately and operates between Nutsubidze Plato and Kiziki Street in
the first instance (while infrastructure works are completed in Africa). This new route should be renumbered
to 8 when the larger buses and joined route starts and existing bus routes 2 and 88 should thus be
withdrawn.
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Photos from Site Visit
CAD Drawings of Kiziki Street Terminus
CAD Drawings of Africa Terminus (Option 1)
CAD Drawings of Africa Terminus (Option 2)
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A. Photos from Site Visit
Figure A.2: Bogdan Bus Terminating at Kiziki Street

Figure A.3: Bogdan Buses at the Kiziki Street Terminal
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Figure A.4: The Site of the Proposed Terminal at Africa

Figure A.5: Detail of the existing Bus Stop at Africa
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Figure A.6: The Road Junction by the Existing Bus Stop in Africa
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B. CAD Drawings of Kiziki Street Terminus
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Route 2 Kiziki Street - General Arrangement

Route 2 - Option 1 Tracking of City MAN 12m BUS

Route 2 - Option 2 Tracking of OTOKAR 18.75m BUS
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C. CAD Drawings of Africa Terminus (Option 1)
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Route 2 Africa Option 1 - General Arrangement
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D. CAD Drawings of Africa Terminus (Option 2)
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Route 2 Africa Option 2 - General Arrangement
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